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Resum 

 
La interacció persona-ordinador (IPO) és un camp d’estudi multidisciplinari que 
dissenya, avalua i implementa formes interactives de comunicació entre els 
sistemes informàtics i les persones. L’evolució de diferents tecnologies en les 
últimes dècades ha contribuït a l’expansió de la IPO cap a altres camps 
d’estudi com la visió per computador, la ciència cognitiva, la psicologia, el 
disseny industrial i també cap a l’art interactiu. 
 
El present document conté un cas d’IPO dins del context de l’art interactiu. 
 
En primer terme analitzem quins tipus d’interacció podem aconseguir amb 
l’equip disponible: un dispositiu que mesura distàncies en base a imatges 
(càmera de profunditat), un ordinador i un projector de vídeo. Després 
expliquem tres tècniques de mesurament de distàncies basades en imatges 
que podrien satisfer les nostres necessitats i comparem dispositius actuals que 
fan servir aquestes tècniques. Aleshores estudiem i comparem les dues 
càmeres de profunditat adquirides: la Kinect per Windows v1 i la Kinect per 
Windows v2. 
 
En últim terme muntem i provem el sistema d’interacció amb la Kinect per 
Windows v2. Fem servir Processing com a entorn de programació per aplicar 
codi creatiu i provar les diferents formes d’interacció que la Kinect permet. 
Finalment, amb l’experiència adquirida durant l’estudi i les proves, presentem 
tres programes interactius definitius. 
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Overview 

 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is a multidisciplinary field of research that 
designs, evaluates and implements interactive ways of communication 
between computer systems and people. The evolution of different technologies 
in the last decades has contributed to the expansion of HCI into other fields of 
study as computer vision, cognitive science, psychology, industrial design, and 
also into interactive art.  
 
The present document contains a case of HCI in the context of interactive art. 
 
In a first step we analyse what kind of interaction can be achieved with the 
available equipment: a range imaging camera, a computer and a video 
projector. Then, three range imaging techniques capable of fulfilling our 
objective are studied and some devices available for purchasing and based on 
these techniques are compared. Thereafter, we study and compare the two 
acquired range imaging devices: the Kinect for Windows v1 and the Kinect for 
Windows v2. 
 
In a later step we build our interaction system with the Kinect for Windows v2 
and we test it. We use Processing as a programming environment in order to 
apply creative coding and to try the different types of interaction that this device 
allows. Finally, with the experience gained in the previous studies and in these 
test, we present three final interactive programs. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Interactive art is that kind of art that lets the spectator to be part of it or to modify 
its result by its presence or its movement. It abandons the idea of having passive 
viewers and uses them as a necessary piece to complete the artwork. The 
concept was born in the 1960s due to some artists’ desire to let spectators 
contribute in the creative process, but it is not until the late 1990s when its 
popularity began to increase, when new technologies (computers, sensors, 
audio/video recorders, Internet, etc.) allowed achieving interaction in many 
interesting ways never seen before. Interactive art was developed simultaneously 
with other arts as the called electronic, internet, generative or virtual art which 
often also involves interaction. Nowadays all these arts have been encompassed 
by a new genre: new media art. 
 
A good example of technological device that has contributed to this genre is 
Microsoft Kinect, the first depth camera targeted to the consumer market. It was 
released in November 2010 as a peripheral for the Xbox 360 video-game console 
and by 2013 it reached 24 million units sold worldwide. With a camera capable of 
measuring distances and an array of microphones it allowed users to interact with 
the console without the need of a gamepad, just with gestures and voice 
commands. The Kinect was supposed to be used exclusively with the Xbox but 
some people saw much more potential in it. Few days after it went on sale, the 
Spanish 20-year-old computer engineering student Hector Martín won the bounty 
of 3.000$ that the electronic company Adafruit offered to the first person to 
produce open source drivers for the Kinect (see [1]). Months later, in June 2011, 
Microsoft put into the market the Kinect Software Development Kit (SDK) which 
allowed developers to create Kinect applications in a Microsoft Windows 
environment. Three years later, in November 2013, Microsoft rele9ased the 
second-generation model with improved and new features. Then, in July 2014 
released a Windows-version Kinect with the Kinect SDK 2.0 with which 
developers could continue creating applications with this new version of the 
device. The new version has not surpassed in sells its predecessor but this fact 
does not detract from interest among alternative application developers as it 
really surpasses its predecessor in many aspects as accuracy or processing 
speed. 
 
Since it was possible to control Kinect from a PC some users began to extend its 
usage to other useful and creative purposes in fields as medicine, education, 
publicity or robotics. Artists could not let this opportunity pass and also extended 
its use to the arts. As in other fields, the device became useful and starred events 
in galleries and museums. But not only artists use technology in art. Engineers 
also take advantage of their knowledge in engineering for doing it. Golan Levin, 
for example, is an engineer for the MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
and a new media artist who brings its projects about interaction and sound 
creation around America, Asia and Europe. And there is no need to go to the 
United States to find engineers who are dealing with new media art, 
telecommunication engineers like Alex Posada (Universidad de Cantabria) and 
Anna Carreras (Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya) are also a good proof of it. 
Moreover, the complexity brought by new technologies has changed the creative 
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process. Artists need to collaborate with experts in these technologies for their 
full exploitation, forming a collaborative team where all the members can be 
considered artists or be named co-authors of the resulting artwork (see [2]). 
 
There exist several appropriated integrated development environments (IDE) for 
developing programs for Kinect. One of them is Processing, an open source 
programming language and a development environment for learning how to code 
within the context of visual arts. It has been created for programming with visual 
feedback which makes work easier. 
 
In this work we explore the possibilities offered by Kinect and Processing to 
create interactive animations. In the first chapter we present the studied scene: 
what components have been used to achieve interaction and what kinds of 
interaction have been reached according to their distribution in the scene and 
their differences. In the second one we introduce range imaging techniques used 
by some depth cameras available in the market: stereo triangulation, structured 
light and time of flight (ToF). The ones presented are those potentially useful for 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), capable of measuring a scene with moving 
people in real time. Then, two market devices are presented and compared: the 
two generations of Microsoft Kinect, where the reader will see that each one uses 
one of those techniques. The third one contains a set of interactive programs 
created with Processing for the second generation device, each one with different 
body-interaction inputs (distance between the device and the user, position of 
body parts, color of clothes, shape of the body, etc.). At last, the fourth chapter 
presents three final programs which represent a summary of all the aspects 
learned during this work. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTERACTION 
 
The word “interaction” comes from the Latin words inter-, which means between, 
and ago, which means to do or to act. 
 

 

Figure 1.1 Definition of interaction 

 
Following this definition, the objective of interaction in art is to make the audience 
contribute to the artwork and make the artwork sensitive to the actions of the 
audience, making them feel as a part of the artistic environment. In the case of 
new media art, this embodiment frequently features computers, interfaces and 
sensors, as it is the case of the scenario studied in this thesis, where four basic 
elements can be identified: 
 

 A user (or a group of them) 

 A sensing device 

 A computer 

 A display system 
 
In this work we interact by using a Microsoft Kinect for Xbox One (also known as 
“Kinect v2”) as a sensing device. Kinect v2 is the second generation of Microsoft 
Kinect, a Time of flight (ToF) device consisting of an RGB camera, a depth 
camera and an array of microphones. We also use a Windows 8.1 laptop as a 
computer and a regular throw projector combined with a white opaque screen as 
a display system. 
 
According to Narcís Parés (Universitat Pompeu Fabra) (see [3]) these four 
elements are able to provide two kinds of interaction that imply two different ways 
of communication: third person and first person interaction. These two 
perspectives are studied by cognitive science (see [4]), where some studies 
suggest that the sense of embodiment in virtual reality relies on three senses: the 
sense of agency, which is the feeling of motion control over the virtual body; the 
sense of body ownership, understood as the feeling that the virtual body is our 
own body; and the sense of self-location, as the feeling of our current location. 
 
 

1.1 Third person interaction 

 
Seen in most of the interactive video-games, in third person interaction all the 
action is done exclusively in the virtual environment. The scenario is configured 
in a way that users are seeing a representation of their bodies in the display 
system, which allows them to interact with the virtual elements “living” in the 
virtual environment. This perspective increases the awareness of the body 
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posture and the surroundings of the virtual body as compared with the first person 
interaction. As a counterpart, since the interaction with the virtual elements is 
made through the body representation of the player in an indirect manner, it is 
necessary for him or her to make an extra effort of coordinating its actions and 
calculate distances between the virtual body and the virtual elements. This fact 
breaks the natural experience of self-location, making third person interaction 
less effective in providing a strong sense of embodiment into the virtual 
environment. 
 
Another factor that influences this sense of immersion is the synchronization 
between the real body and its corresponding virtual representation. Too much 
movement delay will worsen the three senses of agency, body ownership and 
self-location. Also an erroneous position of the virtual body due to a lack of 
accuracy and precision in the body detection system will affect the sense of body 
ownership. 
 
In this configuration users’ bodies (or a part of them) have to fit on the screen, so 
the distances between them and the Kinect device and from them and the display 
system is important, users may not move out of certain boundaries relative to the 
location of those devices. Another aspect of this configuration is that the size of 
the display system is not important as the user will realize the size of the virtual 
elements according to the size of the virtual representation of his body and not 
according to the size of the display.  
 
Take Figure 1.2 as an example of third person interaction, where two players are 
creating geometric virtual objects through the captured shapes of their bodies at 
a distance of about 3 meters from the projection wall. The Kinect v2 device is 
placed on the chair at the bottom left corner of the picture, close to the wall, and 
the projector hangs from the ceiling, over the users’ heads. The laptop is placed 
on the table behind the players. As none of those electronic device is wireless, 
the length of the cables is taken into account for its placement. 
 

 

Figure 1.2 Users interacting with virtual elements during 2016 Castelldefesta 
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As said in the beginning of the section, third person interaction is often used in 
video-games due to the provided increase of the awareness of the body posture 
and the body surroundings. It can also be seen in stroke rehabilitation systems 
or, in general, in any application which helps the user to adopt a concrete body 
position. 
 

1.2 First person interaction 

 
On the other hand, in first person interaction the user is the one who directly 
interacts with the virtual elements in a more natural way. The action occurs in 
both worlds, the real and the virtual one, as the user sees his body parts directly 
interacting with the virtual elements and coexists with them. There is no mental 
link between the user and a representation of himself, but the user has to make 
the effort of understanding this coexistence between his body and the virtual 
elements. The experience has changed, the sense of embodiment into the virtual 
environment is potentially greater than in the case of third person interaction. 
 
In this case the sense of embodiment could also be affected by errors in the body 
tracking system. There is no body representation constantly reminding us that we 
are interacting, so frequent failures in the interaction with element could make us 
feel out from the virtual world. 
 
First person interaction needs big display systems for a full-body interaction and 
a better immersion of the audience in the virtual world. A small TV will limit the 
users’ movements in contrast with a big screen or a set of projected walls. The 
distance between the user and the display is almost zero, but the distance to the 
camera is still important and proportional to the size of the display as it has to 
record the users’ movements along it. 
 

 

Figure 1.3 Types of projectors according to their ranges 

 
 
It was not easy to configure a first person scenario with the available components 
explained at the beginning of this chapter. The users need to touch the screen, 
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but their own bodies interfere the projection due to the distance needed between 
the screen and the projector (Figure 1.3). The undesired projection of the user’s 
shadow on the screen could be partially solved with an ultra-short throw projector 
or totally solved with a rear-projection screen (Figure 1.4) or with a touchscreen. 
It was not possible to acquire such devices, so most of the tests made for this 
work have been configured as a third person interaction system.  
 

 

Figure 1.4 Rear projection with a regular throw projector 

 
 

First person interaction is not so widespread, but it is employed in augmented 
reality applications, in architectural design viewers, in geographical information 
systems and can also be seen in medical applications such as in therapies with 
autistic people.  
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CHAPTER 2. OPTICAL DEVICE 
 
In order to interact with a virtual world, it is necessary a sensor capable of 
detecting people in some way. Parameters like the distance from the user, his or 
her position, the speed at which the user moves or the direction of the sound of 
his or her voice can be inputs for the interaction. As said previously, in this thesis 
we chose a depth camera as the sensor that will detect these inputs, the Xbox 
One Kinect sensor (commonly known as Kinect v2), but also the Xbox 360 Kinect 
sensor has been tested (also known as Kinect v1). 
 
Kinect v2 was, by the time we started this work, the cheapest depth camera 
available in the market. It became popular as an Xbox One peripheral and it was 
easy to find in video game stores and even in hypermarkets. Its price was not 
high, in fact it was cheaper than the average smartphone that most of us use. 
Nowadays (December 2016) it is acquirable in the Microsoft store and some e-
commerce Web sites for 100$. Microsoft also provides an adaptor which allows 
the Kinect to be connected to a PC USB port for 40$. 
 
Its popularity exceeded the video-game world and now the Internet has plenty of 
information about how to code it. One can easily find ready to use examples (not 
always up to date), libraries that make it easy to program and discussion forums 
with members ready to help you, where someone else has been in the same 
trouble before you. 
 
In the next sections we give an overview of three range imaging techniques that 
could help us reaching human-computer interaction by measuring distances of 
objects in real time. This overview is completed with a final comparison of them. 
Then, we expose how the two Kinect devices use two of these techniques and 
compare both sensors technically and practically. 
 

2.1 Depth cameras and range imaging 

 
A depth camera allows us to measure distances between the device and every 
portion of the scene in front of it that corresponds to a pixel in the obtained image. 
The value of the distance is stored in each pixel itself by using a CCD or a CMOS 
image sensor. The image obtained by all the pixels is called “range image” and 
is typically transferred to a computer for later processing. 
 
The reason of using a depth camera instead of a regular one is that knowing the 
distance to every pixel makes easier to recognize shapes than using “flat” images 
and this is very useful for detecting people, which is the first step for achieving 
full body interaction with a computer. 
 
Depth cameras use a variety of techniques for range imaging. Some techniques 
that fit our purpose of scanning moving objects are stereo triangulation, structured 
light and time of flight. 
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2.1.1 Stereo triangulation 

 
This technique calculates the depth in every pixel through the data obtained from 
two (or more) pictures of the same scene taken from different points. It is possible 
to calculate the distance from a given point of the scene by finding the pixels that 
correspond to that point on these pictures. Finding this correspondence is the 
main problem of the stereo triangulation, especially in the case of areas in the 
images with homogeneous color intensity. 
 
The images can be taken with different regular cameras and then processed by 
software, or they can be taken with one device with several cameras. The latter 
is the case of stereo depth cameras which directly provide raw data (distance 
information in every pixel) to the computer. The maximum measurable distance 
depends on the resolution provided and on the distance between the cameras 
(baseline) which is relatively small in the case of compact stereo depth cameras. 
This dependence follows the next equation: 
 

∆𝑧 =  
𝑧2

𝑏 ∙ 𝑓
 ∙  ∆𝑑 

 

where z is the distance, Δz is the distance error, b is the baseline, f is the focal 
length of the lenses and Δd is the matching error or disparity resolution (minimum 
detectable displacement of a point between the two images, in pixels). 
 
 
Correspondence problem 
 
Figure 2.1 shows two images of the lower Manhattan, including the Empire State 
Building. Both of them are taken from the Top of the Rock Observation Deck 
(Comcast Building, Rockefeller Center), but from different spots. Human vision 
can easily distinguish the correspondence between all points in the images. 
Some remarkable corresponding points are encircled. Taking a look at the circles 
A and B of both pictures we can intuitively affirm that they are closer to the camera 
than the other encircled spots, because the horizontal shift between images is 
greater. For a computer, finding the correspondence of every pixel in real time for 
every frame is computationally expensive. 
 

  

Figure 2.1 Manhattan pictures 
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Distance calculation 
 
Once the correspondence is determined it is time to calculate how far these 
corresponding points are from the sensor. Stereo cameras embody two cameras 
made of two image sensors and two lenses with parallel optical axes. In Figure 
2.2 there is a simple model of the top view of a stereo vision camera with parallel 
optic axes where L and R are the sensors of this pair of cameras, P is the pixel 
whose distance we want to measure, (xl, yl) and (xr, yr) are two corresponding 
pixels, b is the distance between the lenses (the baseline) and f is their focal 
length. The plane XZ is parallel to the optical axes, the plane XY is parallel to the 
images of both lenses, X is the line where the lenses lie, and the origin of 
coordinates is L, the left camera sensor. 
 

 

Figure 2.2 Triangulation scheme 

 
 
Distance from P can be computed by knowing the focal length of the lenses, the 
baseline and the corresponding points and using the following triangulation 
equations: 
 

𝑧

𝑓
=  

𝑥

𝑥𝑙
 

 
𝑧

𝑓
=  

𝑥 − 𝑏

𝑥𝑟
 

 
𝑧

𝑓
=  

𝑦

𝑦𝑙
 =  

𝑦

𝑦𝑟
 

 
 
This technique may sound familiar to the reader because, in part, is the same 
technique that our brain uses to give us a 3D view by means of the images 
provided by each eye. 
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Cameras available for purchase 
 
One can find some depth cameras based in stereo triangulation available for 
purchasing in the Internet. In Table 2.1 there are three examples: 
 

 ZED 
(Stereolabs) 

LI-ESP870-STEREO-
M031 (Leopard Imaging) 

Tara (e-con 
Systems) 

Range (m) 0,7 to 20 0,5 to 9,5 0,5 to 3 

Video resolution (pixels) 1344x376 1760x660 752x480 

Dimensions (mm) 175x30x33 148x19x26 100x30x35 

Weight (g) 159 36 28,5 

Price ($) 449 649 249 

Table 2.1 Available stereo cameras comparison 

 
 
According to the manufacturers’ information, ZED was created for large-scale 3D 
mapping but it also works for people detection and tracking, ESP870 can be 
applied to 3D gesture control and Tara is capable of face detection. In fact, in this 
thesis we only mention passive depth cameras, what means that they provide 
raw data which is exploited by software in another device in a later stage. The 
algorithms applied in this software are what detects and tracks human bodies, 
faces, hands, etc. What is really important is to receive this data at a high enough 
frame rate. 
 

2.1.2 Structured light 

 
In the previous section we have seen that in stereo triangulation two different 
images of the same scene are compared. Instead, in structured light technique, 
two geometric patterns are compared. This active triangulation method only 
requires one camera, the other one is replaced by a pattern projector. An original 
coded pattern is projected to the scene under measure for the camera sensor to 
obtain the image of the pattern once it is distorted by the scene (Figure 2.3). Then, 
the obtained pattern is compared to a set of reference patterns stored in the 
device, previously obtained in the same way against well-known scenes in terms 
of distance. 
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Figure 2.3 Structured light technique scheme 

 
In a coded pattern every pixel has its own codeword so they can be directly 
mapped to the corresponding coordinates of the pixel in the pattern. The 
codewords are numbers represented in the pattern by colors, levels of gray, 
changes in light intensity or geometrical representations. The codeword size 
increases with the number of points that must be coded (the resolution).  
 
This coding reduces the correspondence problem found in stereo triangulation, 
and once the pixels of both images are matched, the distances are computed by 
triangulation. 
 
Structured light cameras integrate in a single device the projector of the patterns 
and the lens which gathers the image of the pattern projected over the scene. As 
both elements are fitted in the same device, the triangulation base is relatively 
short. This directly affects the measuring range of the device in the same way as 
in stereo triangulation: 
 

∆𝑧 =  
𝑧2

𝑏 ∙ 𝑓
 ∙  ∆𝑑 

 

where, once again, z is the distance, Δz is the distance error, b is the baseline, f 
is the focal length of the lenses and Δx is the disparity resolution. In this case, 
though, other factor affect the maximum achievable range, as the light intensity 
of the projector or the focus of the lens. A low-intensity, unfocused light pattern 
may cause inaccurate results. 
 
 
Light pattern generation 
 
There are different ways of generating the light pattern. The most common are 
the laser interference method and the projection method. 

 

 The laser interference method consists in combining two planar laser 
beam fronts which interfere, resulting in regular and equidistant line 
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patterns (Figure 2.4). It allows a high resolution in the depth measures but 
introduces a high cost of implementation. 
 

 The projection method works with a “projector” that displays the light 
pattern over the scene (Figure 2.5). It is the most common technique as 
there are kinds of patterns not achievable with the laser interference 
method. 
 

 

Figure 2.4 Laser interference method 

 

Figure 2.5 Projection method 

 
 
Pattern projection techniques 
 
As said previously, in order to reduce the correspondence problem the elements 
of the pattern should be coded in some way. Matching regions between the 
pattern received and the pattern of reference must be easy. This can be achieved 
by the following methods (see [5]): 
 

 Direct coding (Figure 2.6 a): the code of every pixel is directly obtained 
from the pattern value in that pixel, so an advantage of using this method 
is that the projection of only a single constant pattern is sufficient. It gets 
all measurements in a single shot, but it is sensitive to the color and 
reflectivity of the scene and to the external illumination. This means that 
this technique is often constrained to neutral color scenes. 
 

 Time-multiplexing coding (Figure 2.6 b): consists in successively 
projecting several patterns so that every pixel of the scene gets encoded 
with a sequence of illumination values. It achieves high resolution and 
accuracy but, in the other hand, it only works for static scenes as it needs 
too much time to assign the codewords. It can be based on binary codes, 
n-ary codes and Gray codes combined with phase shifting (see [6]). The 
most used pattern is a sequence of stripes that increase its width as time 
passes (single axis encoding, Figure 2.5). 
 

 Spatial-multiplexing coding (Figure 2.6 c): encodes pixels with the 
information contained in a subset of “neighbor” points (called windows) 
around them. As in the case of direct coding, the pattern remains invariable 
in time and gets all values in a single shot, but it is not affected by the 
colors of the scene. This makes this method suitable for measuring scenes 
containing moving objects. 
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Figure 2.6 Coding techniques. a) Direct coding using colors. b) Time-multiplexing coding. c) 
Spatial-multiplexing coding. 

 
 
Distance calculation 
 
Depending on the projection technique and on the kind of pattern used (speckle 
pattern, stripe pattern, grid patterns, single line pattern, etc.), one or both axes of 
the pattern are encoded. The triangulation method will vary according to which 
kind of pattern is used as seen in Figure 2.7, where a vertical line pattern and a 
grid pattern are shown to have different triangulation calculations. 
 

 

Figure 2.7 Distance calculation for vertical line and grid patterns 

 
 
Cameras available for purchase 
 
In Table 2.2 there is a comparison of the cameras based in structured light 
techniques available for purchasing. PrimeSense Carmine 1.09 is physically 
similar to the first version of Kinect, but Intel RealSense SR300 and Structure 
sensor devices are smaller and lighter, as they are designed to be attached into 
other devices as a laptop, a tablet or even a cellphone. 
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 PrimeSense 

Carmine 1.09 
Intel RealSense 
SR300 

Structure 
sensor 

Range (m) 0,35 to 1,4 0,3 to 2 0,4 to 3,5 

Video resolution (pixels) 640x480 640x480 640x480 

Dimensions (mm) 180x25x35 110x12,5x3,75 119x28x29 

Weight (g) 225 9,4 95 

Price ($) 129 149 349 

Table 2.2 Available structured light cameras comparison 

 
 

2.1.3 Time of flight (ToF) 

 
The time of flight technique is used to obtain depth information by measuring the 
difference between an emitted light signal and the received one after being 
reflected by the scene under measure. This is done for every pixel of the sensor 
at the same time, which makes it a suitable method for measuring distances in a 
scenario with moving elements. Two common techniques of light signal emission 
are pulse modulation and continuous wave modulation (see [7]). They also can 
be combined. 
 
In pulse modulation, separated-in-time pulses of light are emitted to the entire 
scene. Every pixel of the sensor measures the time each pulse needs to reach 
the scene and come back to the device. Distances are obtained through the value 
of the speed of light. All the depth information is acquired in a single pulse of light, 
reducing the time of calculation but requiring a high-accuracy time measurement 
and very short pulse generation with fast rise and fall times. 
 
In continuous wave modulation, continuous modulated light waves are emitted to 
the entire scene. Sinusoidal signals are usually used, but other periodic functions 
are valid. In the case of frequency-modulated waves (it admits other 
modulations), then the pixels in the sensor measure the phase/amplitude shift 
produced by the reflection in the scene, which are proportional to the travelled 
distance. This technique avoids the need of high accuracy measurements of 
pulsed modulation.  It also admits more kinds of light sources to use other than 
laser. Although the calculation time is higher, it is still lower than in other range 
imaging techniques such as structured light.  
 
Another fact to take into account is that, when using RF modulation, the maximum 
unambiguous distance range depends on the wavelength of the signal carrier due 
to the wrapping effect: distances that differ 2π radians in phase are 
indistinguishable. This effect is a consequence of the periodicity of the modulated 
signal. This maximum range can be calculated by using the following equation: 
 

𝑚𝑎𝑥. 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 =  
𝑐

2𝑓
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where c is the speed of light and f the frequency of the modulated signal. For 
example, for a pulse width of 60 ns (16,67 MHz) the ambiguity-free distance 
range is 9 meters. Solutions for the wrapping effect are the use of multiple 
modulated frequencies or the measurement of the amplitude of the reflected 
signal, as it is related to the distance that the light signal travels. 
 
The basic components of a time of flight camera can be seen in Figure 2.8 and 
they are the following ones: 
 

 Emitter: which illuminates the scene, usually the light source is radio 
frequency modulated (or RF-modulated) and uses infrared light. 

 

 Lens: which gathers the reflected light and focuses it to the image sensor 
of the camera. 

 

 Image sensor: where each pixel measures the time the light has traveled. 
When the pulse of light is RF-modulated, the sensor indirectly obtains 
distances by measuring the shift in the phase of the carrier wave. 

 

 Driver electronics: which controls and synchronizes the emitter and the 
image sensor. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Time of flight scheme 

 
 
Cameras available for purchase 
 
Table 2.3 sumarizes the main features of some of the ToF cameras available on 
the market. Camboard pico flexx can be integrated to a mobile device for gesture 
recognition (like hand and fingertips recognition) while Basler ToF camera is 
better suitable for logistics, factory automation and biometrics. DepthSense 525 
can be used for both consumer and industrial applications by embedding it in 
PCs, monitors, drones or even in automated guided vehicles (AGVs). 
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 CamBoard pico flexx 

(PMD technologies AG) 
Basler ToF camera DepthSense 525 

(SoftKinetic) 

Illumination (nm) 850 850 870 

Range (m) 0,1 to 4 0 to 13 0,15 to 1 

Video resolution (pixels) 224x171 640 x 480 320 x 240 

Dimensions (mm) 68 x 17 x 7,25 141,9 x 76,4 x 61,5 95 x 22 x 20 

Weight (g) Unknown <400 Unknown 

Price (€) 590 1950 113 

Table 2.3 Available ToF cameras comparison 

 
 
To use this technique, unlike the other ones presented in this thesis, there is no 
need to maintain a distance (a triangulation baseline) between the emitter and 
the receiver for any calculation, so they can be placed together. This can be seen 
of ToF cameras from Table 2.3. 
 
 

2.1.4 Techniques comparison 

 
Stereo vision does not need the scene to be illuminated by light patterns or 
modulated light waves, but has the drawback of the correspondence problem, 
which is computationally expensive and complex since it is difficult for these 
systems to match corresponding points in homogeneous regions. The working 
depth range is determined by the length of the baseline and cannot easily be 
increased when both cameras are part of the same device. 
 
Structured light reduces the correspondence problem by emitting a light pattern, 
but introduces an important drawback when using infrared light: natural light can 
produce interferences since an important part of the spectrum of solar light 
belongs to infrared light (from 700 to 2500 nm). As in the case of stereo vision 
the depth range is determined by the baseline but also by the intensity of the light 
of the pattern projection. 
 
Time of flight technique is faster than both stereo vision and structured light. As 
in the case of structured light it can get the distance of every pixel in the scene in 
a single shot, but requires even less processing time and totally avoids the 
correspondence problem. These facts makes this technique more suitable for 
real time applications. Unlike stereo vision, ToF does not require a baseline in 
order to operate, and can easily extend its ambiguity-free distance range by 
varying the modulation frequencies. As in the case of structured light, ToF is 
ambient light sensitive and needs additional processing to reduce its effects. A 
specific drawback of this technique is found when the scene presents surface 
edges, concavities or high-reflective surfaces which produce errors due to 
interferences of multiple light reflections captured at each pixel of the sensor. 
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2.2 Kinect for Windows 1 

 
The first version of Kinect, or Kinect v1, is a structured light based depth camera, 

which means that it is capable of projecting and reading a light pattern over 
a surface in order to get the range image. Hardware was developed by 
PrimeSense (see [8]), an Israeli company with experience in depth 
cameras with the same IR (infrared) projection technique. 

 

 

Figure 2.9 Kinect 1 

 

Figure 2.10 Kinect 1 composition 

 
 
In the next two sections we describe the components of the Kinect v1 and we 
give an overview of how it works. 
 
 

2.2.1 Components 

 
We can distinguish the basic components in structured light cameras: 
 

1. Infrared emitter (830 nm wavelength): projects the pattern over the scene 
in front of it. 
 

2. Infrared receiver (320 x 240 pixels): as the projected pattern reaches the 
surface of the scene it becomes distorted. The distortion is read by this 
receiver in order to triangulate distances for every pixel and get the range 
image. 
 

The following components are not related to structured light, but they are also 
included in the device: 
 

3. RGB camera (640 x 480 pixels): a regular camera that captures RGB color 
video image. These video images can be matched with the range images. 
When a depth camera includes a color camera, it is commonly known as 
an RGB-D (RGB-depth) camera. 
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Figure 2.11 Kinect 1 lenses 

 

Figure 2.12 three of the four microphones 

 
 

4. Array of microphones: four downward faced microphones distributed 
along the device used to detect the directionality of the sound. 

 
5. Tilt motor: used to adjust the vertical inclination in order to focus the 

desired part of the scene, tilts the sensor up to 27º either up or down. 
 

 

Figure 2.13 Tilt motor 

 
6. USB cable (USB 2.0): transmits the data with no encryption, which helps 

to use Kinect 1 in other devices than Xbox 360 like PCs or MAC 
computers.  
 
 

2.2.2 How does it work? 

 
At each cycle, the Kinect v1 provides a frame of pixels (called depth frame) where 
every pixel contains the Cartesian distance, in millimeters, from the camera plane 
to the nearest object (Figure 2.14), not from the central point of the device, nor 
the emitter, nor the receiver. 
 

 

Figure 2.14 Distance measured by Kinect 
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How Kinect obtains distances? As a structured light based device, Kinect projects 
a pattern over the scene through the infrared emitter, specifically a speckle 
pattern which remains invariable in time. As explained before, a constant in time 
pattern requires a coding which allows matching groups of points between the 
original pattern and the received one. There is no information on Microsoft 
websites about how the Kinect v1 pattern is coded, but there are some studies 
that take a guess of it. These studies include captures of the pattern which 
evidence that has a rectangular shape and is divided into 9 equal rectangles 
(same size in terms of number of speckles, same distribution of speckles) with 
different brightness and the brightest dot in the center of each one, which is the 
point of symmetry of the rectangles. 
 
For this work several photographs of the pattern have been taken. Figure 2.15 
has been captured with a DSLR (digital reflex) camera (not an infrared camera, 
but luckily it does not filter all the IR spectrum) with a long exposure time and both 
high aperture and ISO speed in a completely dark room. Then it has been edited 
with respect to the perspective, the color, the brightness and the contrast in order 
to enhance it. 
 

 

Figure 2.15 Speckle pattern 
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Figure 2.16 Projection unit scheme and front view of a projected pattern (see [9]) 

 
 
As explained in the PrimeSense Ltd. patent about optical pattern projection (see 
[10] and Figure 2.16), this kind of pattern could be generated by a projection unit 
composed by a laser diode as a light source (42) which beam is the input radiation 
of a pair of diffractive optical elements (DOEs) that applies the pattern (48) and 
splits the beam (50) into a 3x3 matrix of patterns over a surface (54). 
 
When focusing in one of the squares one can see the symmetry by matching 
some groups of dots. In Figure 2.17 it is shown that groups A and B are symmetric 
to A’ and B’. O is the central dot, the center of symmetry and the brightest dot in 
the square. 
 

 

Figure 2.17 Square detail 

 
 
The scene distorts the emitted pattern. The distorted pattern is received by the 
IR sensor and compared to a pattern (or patterns) of reference, which is stored 
in the device and obtained by calibration (projecting it over a surface at a known 
distance) during fabrication. Once the matching of speckle groups between the 
two patterns is done, distances are calculated by triangulation by knowing that 
the baseline (distance between the emitter and the receiver) is 75 mm.  
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In the images shown in Figure 2.18 we can see an example of this matching. 
They have been taken with a DSLR camera (playing the role of the IR receiver) 
and a Kinect 1 device placed in a plane parallel to a wall in front of them. Looking 
at the wall, the Kinect device is placed to the right of the DSLR camera. The left 
picture shows the pattern projected on a wall, let’s consider that the resulting 
pattern is the same as the stored in the Kinect. In the right picture a box is placed 
between the wall and the device, we can notice how some dots have been shifted 
to the right and down. The central picture shows a combination of both images 
with a transparent shadow of the box so one can match where the dots were and 
where they are now. 
 

 

Figure 2.18 Speckle window matching 

 
 
It is worth to notice the dark shadow created by the box. The dots are not reaching 
that zone, so Kinect is not able to give any value of depth. This limitation is 
inherent to the system. 
 
Next, the same experiment is done with the Kinect v1 RGB camera instead of the 
DSLR camera. Figure 2.19 shows the infrared information and Figure 2.20 the 
depth information translated into a blue color scale. Notice that the shadow is 
thinner than in the previous image, as the receiver of Kinect is closer to the emitter 
than the DLSR camera was. 
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Figure 2.19 IR image 

 

Figure 2.20 Depth image 

 
 
The Kinect v1 matches the received speckles to the speckles of the reference 
pattern and calculates the distance as explained in 2.1.2 (distance calculation). 
 

 

Figure 2.21 Triangulation 

 
 

In Figure 2.22 Pr is the position of a speckle in the reference plane at distance Zr, 

and Po is the same speckle captured by the Kinect at distance Zo (the one we 
want to calculate). D is the 3D gap between the 2 points, while d is the gap on 
the 2D image plane. f is the focal length of the infrared receiver, and b is the 
length of the baseline (the distance between the IR emitter L and the IR receiver 

C). Then, the distance is calculated as (see [11]): 
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𝑍𝑜 =  
𝑍𝑟

1 +  
𝑍𝑜

𝑓 ∙  𝑏
 ∙  𝑑

 

 
All the data obtained by the device can be processed with a suitable software in 
order to detect shapes for body, hand or face tracking. 
 
As for the array of microphones, we must say that Kinect v1 is more than one 
depth camera and one color camera, it also is a sound recorder. The array 
consists of four cardioid microphones (unidirectional, with a “heart-shaped” polar 
diagram) placed along the device, three on the right side of the cameras and the 
fourth one on the left. Cardioid microphones provide a higher sensitivity to the 
sounds arriving from the front and, conversely, a lower sensitivity to those sounds 
arriving from the back. Each microphone of the array processes 16 bit audio at a 
sampling rate of 16 kHz and it was designed to maximize directivity within the 
speech spectrum from 200 and 7200 Hz (see [12]). 

 
 

While large-scale microphone arrays are widely used for accurate localization, 
small-scale linear microphone arrays are mainly applied for locating sounds in 
terms of direction (see [13]). With Kinect 1, estimating the direction of a sound 
source is possible by analyzing the differences between each of the four audio 
streams, for example using algorithms based on time difference of arrival 
(TDOA). These algorithms also need information about the position of every 
microphone with respect to the others. 
 
When connected to the XBox One the microphone array is used, for example, to 
detect which one of the visually-tracked players is speaking in order to actively 
listen in that direction. When connected to a PC with the Kinect SDK installed it 
can provide the sound source angle within a range of -50 to 50 degrees in 5 
degrees increments. 
  
 

2.3 Kinect for Windows 2 

 
The second version of Kinect (or Kinect v2, Figure 2.22) was released three years 
after the first version, in November 2013, with the Xbox One video game console. 
Eleven months later, in October 2014, Microsoft released a Windows-compatible 
version alongside the Kinect for Windows SDK 2.0, which allowed users to 
develop new software (see [14]). In this version the hardware includes a time of 
flight sensor. Both new hardware and software basically provides the same 
functionalities as the first version, but improved in some important aspects. The 
main new features are the ability to track up to 6 human bodies simultaneously 
and the ability to detect heart rate and the body segments orientation. 
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Figure 2.22 Kinect v2 

 
 

2.3.1 Components 

 
Kinect 2, as a time of flight device, is composed by: 
 

 

Figure 2.23 From left to right: RGB camera lens, IR camera lens and IR emitters 

 
1. Emitter: no pattern projection this time (Figure 2.24), so there’s no need 

to triangulate positions, the emitter and the receiver can be close together. 
Kinect v2 sends light pulses that illuminate the entire scene through his 
three infrared emitters. 
 

2. Receiver (512 x 424): this active IR sensor measures the time it takes a 
light pulse to reach the scene and come back to the camera for every pixel 
in order to calculate depth. At the same time it captures the IR image which 
allows Kinect to “see” in the dark. The resolution has been improved and 
it also has a wider field of view, reducing the minimum distance needed 
between the user and the device. 

 
Not related to time of flight, but also included: 
 

3. RGB camera (1920 x 1080): like the previous generation of Kinect, it 
includes an RGB camera, this time with a better resolution and a wider 
field of view. This last improvement made unnecessary the existence of a 
tilt motor. 

 
4. Microphone array: Once again there are four microphones to capture 

sound, record audio and find the direction of a sound source. The software 
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behind them has been improved and the number of voice commands 
increased. 

 

 

Figure 2.24 No pattern this time, just light 

 

2.3.2 How does it work? 

 
As previously said, Kinect v2 uses time of flight technique, it gets the range image 
distances by measuring the time a light signal needs to reach the scene and come 
back to the device. In this case the time is obtained by modulating the light source 
with a square wave signal and measuring the phase shift when the light enters 
every pixel in the sensor (see [15]). 
 
Figure 2.25 shows how the image sensor works. The timer generates a 
modulation square wave which modulates both the IR emitter and receiver. The 
light pulses travel to the scene and come back to the device, reaching the receiver 
in time Δt. The system calculates this Δt at each pixel by measuring the received 
light phase as the modulation frequency is well known. 
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Figure 2.25 Image sensor system 

 
 
Figure 2.26 shows a scheme of how the light wave evolves from the emitter to 
the receiver. The first signal on the scheme is the light signal sent to the scene. 
The second signal is the received signal which is the sent signal after being 
reflected by the scene. It returns to the sensor lens delayed (with a phase shift) 
and attenuated. The third one, the timer signal, modulates every pixel on the 
receiver: light photons charge either A-out side of the pixel (fourth signal) when 
the signal is high, or B-out side of the pixel (fifth signal) when the signal is low. 
The last one, the differential signal, provides a pixel output which depends on the 
returning light level and the time it reaches the sensor with respect to the timer 
signal. 
 

 

Figure 2.26 ToF sensor and signal waveforms 
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Once the phase shift is calculated, the system obtains the distance from it by 
using: 
 

2𝑑 =  
𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒

2𝜋
 ∙  

𝑐

𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑
 

 

where d  is the distance under calculation, c  is the speed of light and fmod  is the 
modulation frequency. 
 
It is possible to improve the depth resolution by increasing the modulation 
frequency, but this solution would shorten the ambiguity-free distance range (see 
2.1.3). In order to avoid this drawback, Kinect uses multiple modulation 
frequencies of about 120, 80 and 16 MHz, which eliminates ambiguity for 
measures up to more than 10 meters (see [15]). 
 

2.4 Kinect v1 and v2 comparison 

 
Both Kinect v1 and v2 are RGB-D cameras which provide depth estimations and 
color images at the same time and at a high frame rate, but as seen in this chapter 
they are not the same. They use different range imaging techniques and have 
different pros and cons.  
 
According to their technical specifications Kinect v2 presents an enhanced fidelity 
in depth estimations, a better resolution in both cameras for the same frame rate, 
a wider field of view, a higher depth range, a fastest data transfer due to the use 
of USB 3.0 and more. We resume this technical comparison in Table 2.4. 
Additionally Kinect v2 provides an independent IR active image and allows to use 
both IR and color image simultaneously. 
 

 Kinect 1 Kinect 2 

RGB cam resolution (pixels) 640x480 (4:3) at 30 fps 1920x1080 (16:9) at 30 fps 

Depth cam resolution (pixels) 320x240 at 30 fps 512x424 at 30 fps 

Technique Structured light Time of flight 

Minimum latency (ms) 20 102 

Active IR Image No Yes, 512x424 pixels 

Range (reliable body tracking) (m) 0,8 to 4,0 0,5 to 4,5 

Near mode range (m) 0,4 to 3,0  Not available 

Angle of view (H/V) 57/43º 70/60º 

Body index (users) 6 6 

Full skeletons tracked 2 6 

Joints (per people) 20 25 

Hand states Open/Closed Open / Closed / Lasso 

Default joint rotation No Yes 

Default finger tracking No Middle finger and thumb 

Face recognition No Yes 

USB standard 2.0 3.0 

Audio sampling (kHz) 16 48 

Tilt motor Yes, ±27° No 

Size (mm) 282x68x70 249x66x67 

Weight (g) 1360 1400 

Table 2.4 Kinect features comparison 
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Beyond a comparison of technical specifications, the most relevant differences 
between both devices in terms of performance are (see [15] and [17]):  
 

 Kinect v1 depth measurements are little affected by changes in the 
temperature of the device, while in Kinect v2 they present a strong 
correlation to this temperature. To compensate this effect Kinect v2 
includes a fan that turns on when the temperature of the infrared emitter 
exceeds a threshold.  
 

 Kinect v2 presents a certain per-pixel offset that mainly depends on how 
far the pixel is from the image center due to the cone-shape infrared light 
beam which does not illuminate the scene homogeneously.  
 

 In terms of precision and accuracy, both decrease with distance in the 
case of Kinect v1. With Kinect v2 precision also worsens as distance 
increases, but in contrast, accuracy remains almost constant in the central 
pixels of the image while the image corners deviate. 
 

 In terms of noise behavior, while Kinect v1 shows per-patch noise 
(neighboring pixels have similar values and errors), Kinect v2 presents 
per-pixel noise (neighboring pixels strongly differ in case of imprecise 
measurements). 
 

 Kinect v2 depth estimation is affected by the color of the scene, whereas 
Kinect v1 is not. Actually, color is a human perception, so what really 
affects to a time of flight device is the reflectivity of the scene under 
measure. That is the reason why less reflective colors cause a higher error 
in measurements made by the Kinect v2.  
 

 Another effect introduced by ToF cameras is the representation of “flying 
pixels”. A flying pixel is an erroneous depth estimate, which occur close to 
depth discontinuities and on image boundaries. When this depth value is 
out of the measuring range, Kinect v2 assigns to this pixel a value of 0 
millimeters (black color in the depth image, Figure 2.27). 
 

 Both light emitting and receiving systems are condemned to deal with the 
multipath interference effect that appears when a sensor pixel receives 
light from unexpected scene spots (by following different paths). This 
interference occurs due to reflections and refractions produced in the 
scene surface, which causes constructive and destructive interferences 
and phase shifting to the signal resulting in an imprecise depth value. This 
effect is found in concave geometries, especially in highly reflective 
surfaces, and it affects Kinect v2 more than Kinect v1 because the per-
pixel resolution of the second version device (see the floor and the corner 
between the ceiling and the walls in Figure 2.27). 
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Figure 2.27 Kinect v2 depth image with black pixels due to the “flying pixels” and the multipath 
effect. 
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CHAPTER 3. CREATIVE CODING 
 
The term “creative coding” may sound redundant since coding is something that 
allows programmers to create anything from nothing, but it has not such a wide 
meaning.  This kind of computer programming is focused on create expressivity 
instead of functionality. The concept was born in 1960 and it is used in visual arts 
and design. Some popular free toolkits available for creative coding are 
Processing, OpenFrameworks or Cinder. The first one has been the chosen one 
in this work in order to make creative coding, programming a set of interactive 
sketches for Kinect v2. 
 

3.1 Kinect and Processing 

 
The first contact with the interaction in this work was made through a borrowed 
Kinect v1. Previously, it was necessary to install some Microsoft software: the 
Kinect for Windows Developer Toolkit v1.8 and the Kinect Studio v1.8. The 
Developer Toolkit allowed us to test features like audio data visualization, 
direction of sound detection, speech recognition, body, face and skeleton 
tracking, background removal or the RGB, infrared and depth images, by using 
code samples included. The Kinect Studio is a tool for recording color and depth 
streams from a Kinect device. 
 
Then, Kinect v1 was tested with Processing 3.0 by following Daniel Shiffman’s 
tutorials (see [18]), which allowed us to see RGB, infrared and depth images and 
to adjust the camera angle through the tilt motor. These tutorials run with the 
libfreenect open source driver, under the openkinect (Open Kinect for 
Processing) library, which needs the libusbK USB driver to be installed when 
using Windows. It is important to keep in mind that this USB driver must be 
uninstalled before using other Kinect libraries or the Microsoft software. 
 
We also tested some examples for Processing made by Daniel and available on 
GitHub (see [19]), like the Average Point Tracking example. This example shows 
a greyscale depth image and tracks, with a green circle, the average location of 
those pixels whose corresponding real objects are not exceeding a threshold 
distance (Figure 3.1). The threshold can be increased or decreased by using the 
up and down arrow keys, respectively, and objects within this depth range are 
painted red. These examples are also directly accessible from Processing when 
importing the “Open Kinect for Processing” library through its Contribution 
Manager. 
 
Processing (see [20]) is an open source programming language and a 
development environment for learning how to code within the context of visual 
arts. It was created to serve as a software sketchbook and a production tool, and 
as a programming language it was designed to generate and modify images. We 
chose this IDE for how easy it is to write programs and because of the contributed 
libraries available, some of them specifically created for Kinect v1 and v2. 
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After testing Kinect v1 we decided to purchase Kinect v2 and use it for the rest of 
the work. The main reason was that Kinect v1 for Windows was phased out in 
2015 by Microsoft and we feared not to find up to date examples. Once again we 
tested it firstly with Microsoft software: Kinect for Windows SDK Browser 2.0 and 
Kinect Studio 2.0, which offer similar things to those found in the previous 
versions. 
 
Then, we tested again Daniel Shiffman’s examples. The examples were the same 
but adapted to the latest Kinect. That helped us to see the notable differences 
between both devices. For example, in Figure 3.1 we show the result of the 
Average Point Tracking sketch, run with both devices. As expected, Kinect v2 
presents a better resolution, a wider field of view and no shadows (as the 
distances are not calculated by comparing two images), but it also presents a 
higher than expected depth range. In return, Kinect v1 shows a good behavior on 
the edges of the image and in depth discontinuities. 
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Figure 3.1 Average Point Tracking example with Kinect v1 and with Kinect v2 

 
 
From these and other examples, we began to create our own sketches. In the 
following sections we describe some of the studied contributed libraries available 
for Processing and we show the interactive sketches done with these libraries. 
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3.2 Human detection 

 
Human detection is a complex task due to our physical diversity. Body shape, 
skin color, clothing, etc., can be very different from one person to another. Depth 
cameras elude color and illumination issues and use the depth information to 
evaluate human presence. In the case of Kinect v1 or v2 even it would be possible 
to combine depth and color information to get better results, as both devices 
combine color and depth information. 
 
It is important to point out that it is not Kinect who detects users. Detection is done 
in a second stage in the computer or in the Xbox video-game console from the 
depth information obtained. There exist many algorithms to reach human 
detection. An overview of the algorithm used by Kinect (or rather, the Kinect for 
Windows SDK) is presented in [21]. 
 
Some libraries are freely available for Kinect for human detection, depending on 
the operating system of the computer, the chosen IDE and the version of the 
device. In this work we tested the KinectPV2 library, created by the Mexican 
visual artist Thomas Sanchez Lengeling (see [22] and [23]), as it seems to be the 
most complete one in Processing for our Kinect v2 device. KinectPV2 is a library 
for Windows 8, 8.1 and 10 and for Kinect v2 devices. It works with Processing 
3.0 and needs the Microsoft Kinect for Windows Software Development Kit (SDK) 
2.0 as this library is based on it. It features real-time human body detection, 
skeleton and face tracking and obtains frame images from the Kinect device 
(Figure 3.2). 
 

 

Figure 3.2 From left to right and top to bottom: RGB, depth, body-track, infrared, long-exposure 
infrared and depth-mask images 

 
The most useful of these images is the depth image (method getDepthImage), 
which provides a grayscale image according to the distance. We can also get the 
raw data of this image (method getRawDepthData), an array that contains the 
distance information in millimeters of each pixel of the image, the so-called “range 
image” in the previous sections. Other images like the body-track image and the 
depth-mask image are based on this image. 
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3.2.1 Body shape detection 

 
The region of interest of an image in human-computer interaction are humans, 
so the first step is to isolate the human shape from the rest of the image. Detecting 
the users standing in front of the Kinect device and represent their shapes on the 
display system is useful to reach the third person interaction as explained in 1.1. 
KinectPV2 library provides an image (method getBodyTrackImage) in which the 
background is removed with white pixels and the shapes of the users remain in 
black. It also provides the raw data, an array that contains the color information 
of each pixel of the image (method getRawBodyTrack).To exemplify body shape 
detection we have made the sketch shown in Figure 3.3 using the raw data of the 
body track image. The sketch is divided vertically into seven equal parts. When 
the user is detected the shape of his body is shown in parts, as if the screen was 
cluttered. 
 

 

Figure 3.3 Cluttered image of the body shape of the user 

 
 
As explained in 2.4, it is possible for a pixel of the sensor to receive a light signal 
with a phase and an intensity corresponding to an out-of-range object even when 
the object is, in fact, inside the measuring range. This may be due to the multipath 
effect. We have seen this effect in the tests we have done, typically over glossy 
floors (dark points on the floor in Figure 3.3) or in concave geometries, like at the 
corners where two walls and the roof (or the floor) intersects (see [24]). This effect 
can be reduced with software or using non-reflective materials like a carpet in the 
case of glossy floors. 
 
 

3.2.2 Skeleton tracking 

 
KinectPV2 provides 25 3D points corresponding to 25 joints of the human 
skeleton at a frame rate of 30 fps in real-time. Those points are obtained by 
means of the depth information contributed by Kinect v2 (see [25]). If we join 
these points with lines we obtain a sketch of a human skeleton (Figure 3.4). We 
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can interact from any of these points or, for example, from the angle between 
consecutive body segments (head and neck, forearm and upper arm, calf and 
thigh, etc.). The joint position information can be obtained for matching the depth 
image (method getSkeletonDepthMap) or the color image (method 
getSkeletonColorMap). 
 
 

 

Figure 3.4 KinectPV2 skeleton tracking 

 
 
In the example shown in Figure 3.5 we rotate a text message depending on the 
inclination of the head of the user in such a way that the text line will always be 
parallel to his or her eyes. We also force a direct relation between the distance to 
the user’s head and the size of the text font (the farther, the bigger). The objective 
is making the user see the text message in the same way, regardless of his or 
her posture and position (distance and inclination). 
 

   

Figure 3.5 Text rotation and size according to head inclination and distance 

 
 
In another example, in Figure 3.6, a vertical line is drawn from the center of gravity 
of the user’s body to the floor and it is proved that it is not possible to make this 
line surpass horizontally the position of our feet without losing balance, fulfilling 
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the biomechanical definition of balance: the ability to maintain the line of gravity 
of a body (vertical line from the center of mass) within the base of support. 
Furthermore, the closer it is to one of our feet, the more red the background gets. 
The center of gravity is calculated by summing the positions of the centers of 
gravity of 14 body segments (segmentation method) multiplied by its relative 
mass, using data from the study carried out by W. T. Dempster (see [26]). 
 

    

Figure 3.6 Center of gravity (CoG) calculation. Red circles: CoG of body segments. Yellow 
circles: CoG of the full body. 

 
 
In another skeleton tracking example, in Figure 3.7, the left hand of a user is 
tracked. Only when it goes up, the tree at the right grows a portion of the pixels 
travelled by the hand. Rising it several times, the tree reaches its maximum size. 
At the same time, the angle between paired branches is the same as the formed 
by the left hand and the origin of coordinates as measured from the positive x-
axis. We must clarify that in Processing the coordinate origin is found at the top 
left of the sketch with the positive direction to the right horizontally and down 
vertically. 
 

    

Figure 3.7 The tree grows as left hand moves upwards 

 
 
Another feature of KinectPV2 in skeleton tracking is the detection of three 
possible hand positions: open, closed and lasso (apart from “not tracked” and 
“unknown”). This helps a lot when you need a trigger to execute something new 
or you need to “manipulate” (move, rotate, zoom…) some virtual object. 
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3.2.3 Face tracking 

 
KinectPV2 is capable of tracking up to 6 human faces at the same time. On the 
one hand it provides simple face tracking by determining the position of the eyes, 
the nose and the mouth corners (method getFaceData). As in the case of the 
skeleton tracking, the face point information can also be mapped to different 
images, in this case to the color image (method getFacePointsColorMap) and to 
the infrared image (method getFacePointsInfraredMap). It can also determine 
some face “properties”, such as if the user is happy or unhappy, opens or not his 
or her mouth, has any eye closed or wears glasses. On the other hand, it can 
also provide high definition face detection, obtaining up to 1347 2D face points 
(getHDFaceVertex). In this last case, the positions of the face points are mapped 
only to the color image. On Figure 3.8 we show two images of a simple face 
tracking test. 
 

  

Figure 3.8 Simple face detection test 

 
 

3.2.4 Heart rate detection 

 
We mention this capability because it is a future feature of KinectPV2 according 
to the GitHub profile of the library (see [23]) and because we found information 
not only about heart rate detection, but also about respiratory rate detection with 
Kinect v2. In works [27] and [28] it is used the photoplethysmograph (PPG) 
technique in order to compute the heart rate. PPGs are usually obtained from the 
fingertips and from the forehead by illuminating the skin and measuring the 
changes in light absorption produced by volume changes in the arteries and 
arterioles under the skin tissue. This volume changes are produced by pressure 
changes in the blood system due to the heartbeat. In the mentioned works the 
authors use face detection to focus on the regions of interest (face, forehead, 
cheeks, …) and measure color changes (green and infrared) on them for a while 
and estimate heart rate from the collected data. 
 
Like a PPG, KinectPV2 is able to get color and IR intensities (methods 
getRawColor and getRawInfrared respectively) from the body skin in order to 
compute the heart rate. 
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3.3 Blob detection 

 
Blob detection consists on detecting regions on an image with similar properties. 
In our work most of the time that properties are color and distance. In Figure 3.9 
we show a two player game that we made for the Castelldefesta 2016. The game 
consists on forming closed geometric figures with our body over the regions of 
interest (the top rectangles). Then, if the figure is big enough (in quantity of pixels) 
a red polygon is created and endowed with physical properties like gravity, 
density, friction and restitution. Then, it begins to fall and bounces when collides 
with the inclined platforms (also endowed with physical properties). Polygons can 
also collide between them. The goal is to make fall the vertical bar placed in the 
top platform of the other player. 
 

  

Figure 3.9 Blob detection game 

 
 
For this sketch we have used the BlobDetection library (see [29]) for detecting 
white closed shapes, the Box2D library (see [30]) for creating the red polygons 
and giving them 2D physical properties, and the Minim sound library (see [31]) 
for playing some sounds when polygons bounce, when a bar falls and when a 
player wins. 
 
 

3.4 Sound detection 

 
We have done some examples of interaction with sound but no one detecting the 
direction of the source as we did not find any library for Processing capable of 
doing such thing. Instead of it, we have used sound intensity to set the font size 
of a text message in a direct relation. The louder the sound, the larger the font 
size (Figure 3.10). 
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Figure 3.10 Text size increases with the amplitude of the sound wave 

 
In this sketch we have used the Sound library for Processing 3 (see [32]) in order 
to measure the intensity of the sound received. 
 
 

3.5 2D Physics simulation 

 
As seen in 3.3, in order to interact with virtual objects it is possible to give them 
some physical properties such as gravity, friction, bounciness, density, etc. 
Based on [33], we have adapted this example to the KinectPV2 library in order to 
obtain a sketch to exemplify blob detection and physics applied to virtual objects. 
At the beginning of the sketch some colored polygons are falling down from the 
upper part and colliding between them. When they reach the bottom they 
disappear. When a user gets in front of the Kinect device, the shape of his body 
is drawn and the polygons cannot cross the occupied 2D space. The body shape 
is considered another polygon with the same properties of collision than the rest 
of the polygons. 
 
 

  

Figure 3.11 Two captures of a sketch with blob detection and physics 
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For this sketch we have used the Toxiclibs library (see [34]) for creating the 
polygons, the BlobDetection library (see [29]) for detecting these polygons and 
the Box2D library (see [30]) for making them collide and giving them other 2D 
physical properties. 
 
 

3.6 GUI library 

 
When programing a processing sketch it is very useful to use GUI elements 
(Graphical User Interface) like sliders, buttons, toggles, knobs, etc., to set values 
for defined variables of our programs directly from the sketch run. Otherwise we 
have to change our variables directly from the code and run the program again 
and again to appreciate the changes. For this purpose we have used the 
ControlP5 library (see [35] and [36]) which allows us to create those GUI 
elements and easily hide and show them when necessary. 
 
In the following example (Figure 3.12) we use a slider to set the threshold of 
distance between the Kinect device and the nearest object from which a ripple 
effect is generated as if we were touching a liquid surface. If we move the 
interaction system to another place and we need to adapt the threshold we can 
change it without changing anything from the code. 
 

 

    

Figure 3.12 Threshold set at 600 mm. 
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CHAPTER 4. FINAL SKECTHES 
 
To end this thesis, we have synthesized what we have learned in all the previous 
chapters in three final interactive sketches. 
 
 

4.1 Colored contour 

 
In this first sketch we use the depth information and blob detection in order to 
draw the contour of any object placed between two distance thresholds. The color 
of the contours are obtained from a palette of preconfigured colors and they 
change from one to another as the frame count increases. As the objects move 
they leave a colored trail that vanishes as time passes. This effect is achieved by 
giving transparency to the background color and painting it every frame. The 
depth range of detection can be configured from a GUI panel, which can be 
showed and hided by pressing the “T” key in the keyboard. In Figure 4.1 we show 
some pictures from the run of the sketch. 
 

  
 

 

  
 

 

   

Figure 4.1 Colored contour sketch 

 
 
In this sketch we have used the BlobScanner library (see [37]) for detecting the 
contour of the objects, and the ControlP5 library (see [35] and [36]) for creating 
the GUI panel. 
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4.2 Lissajous curves 

 
The second sketch is based on Lissajous (or Bowditch) curves. Lissajous curves 
are the graph of a system of parametric equations corresponding to the overlap 
of a pair of simple harmonic movements that have perpendicular directions.  
 
When the sketch starts, the first of 10 particles chained by 9 springs follows a 
Lissajous curve with initial random frequency and phase shift. The angle grows 
constantly with every frame, which makes the first particle to move and drag the 
chain all over the sketch leaving a permanent and transparent stroke of color. 
The colors of the background and the chain are provided by a palette of colors 
added in the code and we can change them by pressing the number keys of the 
keyboard (“1”, “2”, “3”, “4” and “5” for the background color, and each one has 3 
colors for the chain that can be used with “8”, “9” and “0”). The user is able to 
modify the position of the last particle of the chain with the closest part of his or 
her body. In Figure 4.2 we show four examples of the run of this sketch. 
 

 
 

 

  

Figure 4.2 Lissajous curves sketch 

 
 
This sketch interacts according to the distance provided by KinectPv2, so it was 
not necessary to use extra libraries. 
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4.3 Particle cloud 

 
The last one works with body and sound detection. A set of 1000 tiny particles is 
randomly moving but forming a message when the sketch starts. The message 
says “stay in front of the screen”. Particles are randomly colored but we have 
excluded he darkest colors. When a user is detected the particles move forming 
the body shape of the user and following his or her movements. Then, when a 
loud enough sound is detected by the microphone array the particles spread 
randomly around the sketch. Then, nothing happens until the user gets out of the 
range, when the particles form the initial message again and the sketch is ready 
to detect a new user. When pressing the “P” key a control panel appears with 
information about the frame rate and the sound intensity, including a green bar 
whose size depends on this intensity. Figure 4.3 shows how this sketch works. 
 

  

  

Figure 4.3 Particle cloud sketch 

 
 
Like in the case of the sound example of section 3.4, in this sketch the Sound 
library for Processing 3 (see [32]) has been used in order to measure the intensity 
of the sound received. 
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4.4 Future work 

 
Most of the consulted Kinect papers focus on the visual capability of Kinect, which 
is the most popular feature of the device. The lack of sound libraries and works 
for Kinect has made us consider learning how to build a library for Processing for 
the detection of the direction of a sound source.  
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Chapter 3 codes 

 

Image test 

 
/* 

 Robert Pinedo & Lali Barrière 

 Master thesis: Interaction for creative applications with the Kinect 

v2 device  

 Test of the 6 images that KinectPv2 provides 

 */ 

 

import KinectPV2.*; 

KinectPV2 kinect; 

 

void setup() { 

  kinect = new KinectPV2(this); 

  size(960, 540); 

  kinect.enableColorImg(true); // (1920x1080) 

  kinect.enableDepthImg(true); 

  kinect.enableInfraredImg(true); 

  kinect.enableInfraredLongExposureImg(true); 

  kinect.enableBodyTrackImg(true); 

  kinect.enableDepthMaskImg(true); 

  kinect.init(); 

} 

 

void draw() { 

  background(0); 

  image(kinect.getColorImage(), 0, 0, width/2.3584905, height/2); 

  image(kinect.getInfraredImage(), 0, height/2, width/3, height/2); 

  image(kinect.getDepthImage(), width/3, 0, width/3, height/2); 

  image(kinect.getInfraredLongExposureImage(), width/3, height/2, 

width/3, height/2); 

  image(kinect.getBodyTrackImage(), 2*width/3, 0, width/3, height/2); 

  image(kinect.getDepthMaskImage(), 2*width/3, height/2, width/3., 

height/2); 

} 

 
 

Cluttered image 

 
/* 

 Robert Pinedo & Lali Barrière 

 Master thesis: Interaction for creative applications with the Kinect 

v2 device  

 Cluttered mirror example 

 */ 

 

import KinectPV2.*; 

KinectPV2 kinect; 

 

int nMirrors = 7; 

 

void setup() { 

  size(512, 424, P3D); 
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  kinect=new KinectPV2(this); 

  kinect.enableBodyTrackImg(true); 

  kinect.init(); 

} 

 

void draw() { 

  background(255); 

 

  PImage bodyImg = kinect.getBodyTrackImage(); 

  image(bodyImg, 0, 0, width, height); 

 

  int mirrorWidth = int(width/nMirrors); 

 

  stroke(0); 

  strokeWeight(2); 

  noFill(); 

  for (int i=1; i<=nMirrors; i++) {    

    rect(0, 0, i*mirrorWidth, height); 

  } 

 

  int nPixels = int(height * mirrorWidth); 

  int[] aux = new int[nPixels];  

 

  PImage depth; 

  loadPixels(); // el deixo fora del bucle, no es interessa que 

carregui més d'un cop 

 

  for (int k=0; k<nMirrors; k++) { 

 

    for (int i=0; i<mirrorWidth; i++) { 

      for (int j=0; j<height; j++) { 

        int origin = j*width; 

        int offset = k*mirrorWidth; 

        aux[i+j*mirrorWidth]=pixels[origin+offset+i]; 

      } 

    } 

 

    depth = createImage (mirrorWidth, height, RGB); 

    depth.loadPixels(); 

    for (int i=0; i<nPixels; i++) { 

      depth.pixels[i]=aux[i]; 

    } 

    depth.updatePixels(); 

 

    image(depth, (nMirrors-k-1)*mirrorWidth, 0); 

  } 

} 

 
 

Text rotation 

 
/* 

 Robert Pinedo & Lali Barrière 

 Master thesis: Interaction for creative applications with the Kinect 

v2 device  

 Text rotation 

*/ 
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import KinectPV2.*; 

KinectPV2 kinect; 

 

void setup() {   

  size(512, 424); 

  kinect=new KinectPV2(this); 

  kinect.enableBodyTrackImg(true); 

  kinect.enableDepthImg(true); 

  kinect.enableSkeletonDepthMap(true); 

  kinect.init(); 

} 

 

void draw() {   

  background(0); 

 

  float headX=0, headY=0, neckX=0, neckY=0, angle=0; 

  PVector v1, v2; 

 

  ArrayList<KSkeleton> skeletonArray =  kinect.getSkeletonDepthMap(); 

  for (int i = 0; i < skeletonArray.size(); i++) { 

    KSkeleton skeleton = (KSkeleton) skeletonArray.get(0); //it gets 

only one skeleton, this is a single user sketch 

    if (skeleton.isTracked()) { 

      KJoint[] joints = skeleton.getJoints(); 

 

      headX=joints[KinectPV2.JointType_Head].getX(); 

      headY=joints[KinectPV2.JointType_Head].getY(); 

      neckX=joints[KinectPV2.JointType_Neck].getX(); 

      neckY=joints[KinectPV2.JointType_Neck].getY(); 

 

      fill(255, 0, 0); 

    } else { 

      fill(255); 

      textSize(40); 

      textAlign(CENTER); 

      text("searching users, please wait...", width/2, height/2); 

    } 

  } 

  v1 = new PVector(0, 1); 

  v2 = new PVector(neckX-headX, neckY-headY); 

  angle=PVector.angleBetween(v1, v2); 

  if (headX<neckX) { 

    angle*=-1; 

  } 

  int [] depthData = kinect.getRawDepthData(); 

  int distance = depthData[int(headX)+width*int(headY)];  

 

  fill(255); 

  textAlign(LEFT); 

  textSize(15); 

  text("Neck-head angle = " + int(degrees(angle)) + " º", 10, 30); 

  text("Distance head-depthcam = " + distance + " mm", 10, 50); 

  translate(width/2, height/2); 

  rotate(angle); 

  if (distance>500) { 

    textSize(distance/33); 

  } else { 

    textSize(15); 

  } 

  textAlign(CENTER, CENTER); 

  text("Hello Spaceman!", 0, 0); 
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} 

Center of Gravity calculation 

 
/* 

 Robert Pinedo & Lali Barrière 

 Master thesis: Interaction for creative applications with the Kinect 

v2 device  

 Target: calculate the Center of Gravity of the human body. 

 This version: Draws a skeleton for the CoG calculation and the body 

shape and fits the entire window. Draws the CoG of every segment.  

 Key 1: Draws the original skeleton 

 Key 1 pressed again: Draws the first skeleton again. 

 */ 

 

import KinectPV2.*; 

KinectPV2 kinect; 

 

int cont = 2; 

 

void setup() { 

  size(1024, 848); 

 

  kinect=new KinectPV2(this); 

  kinect.enableDepthImg(true); 

  kinect.enableSkeletonDepthMap(true); 

  kinect.init(); 

} 

 

void draw() { 

  background(177); 

 

  image(kinect.getDepthImage(), 0, 0, width, height); 

 

  ArrayList<KSkeleton> skeletonArray = kinect.getSkeletonDepthMap(); 

 

  for (int i = 0; i < skeletonArray.size(); i++) { 

    KSkeleton skeleton = (KSkeleton) skeletonArray.get(i); 

    KJoint[] joints = skeleton.getJoints(); 

 

    color col = color(0); 

    fill(col); 

    stroke(col); 

 

    if (keyPressed) { 

      if (key =='1') 

      { 

        cont=1; 

      } 

      else{ 

        cont=2; 

      } 

    } 

 

    switch (cont%2) { 

    case 0: 

      drawBodyCG(joints); 

      break; 

    case 1: 

      drawBody(joints); 
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      break; 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

void drawBody(KJoint[] joints) { 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_Head, 

KinectPV2.JointType_Neck); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_Neck, 

KinectPV2.JointType_SpineShoulder); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_SpineShoulder, 

KinectPV2.JointType_SpineMid); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_SpineMid, 

KinectPV2.JointType_SpineBase); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_SpineShoulder, 

KinectPV2.JointType_ShoulderRight); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_SpineShoulder, 

KinectPV2.JointType_ShoulderLeft); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_SpineBase, 

KinectPV2.JointType_HipRight); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_SpineBase, 

KinectPV2.JointType_HipLeft); 

 

  // Right Arm 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_ShoulderRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_ElbowRight); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_ElbowRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_WristRight); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_WristRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_HandRight); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_HandRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_HandTipRight); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_WristRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_ThumbRight); 

 

  // Left Arm 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_ShoulderLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_ElbowLeft); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_ElbowLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_WristLeft); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_WristLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_HandLeft); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_HandLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_HandTipLeft); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_WristLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_ThumbLeft); 

 

  // Right Leg 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_HipRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_KneeRight); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_KneeRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_AnkleRight); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_AnkleRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_FootRight); 

 

  // Left Leg 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_HipLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_KneeLeft); 

  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_KneeLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_AnkleLeft); 
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  drawBone(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_AnkleLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_FootLeft); 

 

  drawJoint(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_HandTipLeft); 

  drawJoint(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_HandTipRight); 

  drawJoint(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_FootLeft); 

  drawJoint(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_FootRight); 

 

  drawJoint(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_ThumbLeft); 

  drawJoint(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_ThumbRight); 

 

  drawJoint(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_Head); 

} 

 

void drawBodyCG(KJoint[] joints) { 

 

  PVector[] CGs = new PVector[14]; 

 

  CGs[0] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_Head, 

KinectPV2.JointType_Neck, 0.00); 

  CGs[1] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_SpineShoulder, 

KinectPV2.JointType_SpineBase, 0.33); 

 

  CGs[2] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_ShoulderRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_ElbowRight, 0.40); 

  CGs[3] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_ElbowRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_WristRight, 0.40); 

  CGs[4] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_WristRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_HandRight, 0.50); 

 

  CGs[5] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_ShoulderLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_ElbowLeft, 0.40); 

  CGs[6] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_ElbowLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_WristLeft, 0.40); 

  CGs[7] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_WristLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_HandLeft, 0.50); 

 

  CGs[8] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_HipRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_KneeRight, 0.40); 

  CGs[9] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_KneeRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_AnkleRight, 0.40); 

  CGs[10] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_AnkleRight, 

KinectPV2.JointType_FootRight, 0.40); 

 

  CGs[11] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_HipLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_KneeLeft, 0.40); 

  CGs[12] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_KneeLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_AnkleLeft, 0.40); 

  CGs[13] = drawBoneCG(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_AnkleLeft, 

KinectPV2.JointType_FootLeft, 0.40); 

 

  drawJoint(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_FootLeft); 

  drawJoint(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_FootRight); 

  drawJoint(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_HandLeft); 

  drawJoint(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_HandRight); 

  drawJoint(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_Neck); 

  drawJoint(joints, KinectPV2.JointType_SpineBase); 

 

  float bodyCGx=0, bodyCGy=0; 
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  float[] relativeMass = {0.0694, 0.4346, 0.0271, 0.0162, 0.0061, 

0.0271, 0.0162, 0.0061, 0.1416, 0.0433, 0.0137, 0.1416, 0.0433, 

0.0137}; 

  for (int i=0; i<CGs.length; i++) { 

    bodyCGx = bodyCGx + CGs[i].x*relativeMass[i]; 

  } 

  for (int i=0; i<CGs.length; i++) { 

    bodyCGy = bodyCGy + CGs[i].y*relativeMass[i]; 

  }   

  fill(#FFF300); 

  ellipse(bodyCGx, bodyCGy, 30, 30); 

  stroke(#FFF300); 

  strokeWeight(5); 

  line(bodyCGx, bodyCGy, bodyCGx, CGs[13].y); 

  strokeWeight(2); 

   

  float midBase = (CGs[13].x + CGs[10].x)/2; 

   

  float transp = map (abs(bodyCGx - midBase), 0, 400, 0, 255);  

  fill(255,0,0,transp); 

  rect(0,0,1024,848); 

} 

 

void drawJoint(KJoint[] joints, int jointType) { 

  pushMatrix(); 

  translate(joints[jointType].getX()*2, joints[jointType].getY()*2); 

  fill(255); 

  ellipse(0, 0, 10, 10); 

  popMatrix(); 

} 

 

//draw bone 

void drawBone(KJoint[] joints, int jointType1, int jointType2) { 

  pushMatrix(); 

  translate(joints[jointType1].getX()*2, 

joints[jointType1].getY()*2); 

  stroke(0); 

  fill(255); 

  ellipse(0, 0, 15, 15); 

  fill(255); 

  popMatrix(); 

  line(joints[jointType1].getX()*2, joints[jointType1].getY()*2, 

joints[jointType2].getX()*2, joints[jointType2].getY()*2); 

} 

PVector drawBoneCG(KJoint[] joints, int jointType1, int jointType2, 

float percentile) { 

  pushMatrix(); 

  translate(joints[jointType1].getX()*2, 

joints[jointType1].getY()*2); 

  fill(177); 

  ellipse(0, 0, 10, 10); 

  fill(255, 0, 0); 

  float xPos, yPos; 

  xPos = percentile * (joints[jointType2].getX()*2 - 

joints[jointType1].getX()*2); 

  yPos = percentile * (joints[jointType2].getY()*2 - 

joints[jointType1].getY()*2); 

  ellipse(xPos, yPos, 20, 20); 

  fill(177); 

  popMatrix(); 
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  line(joints[jointType1].getX()*2, joints[jointType1].getY()*2, 

joints[jointType2].getX()*2, joints[jointType2].getY()*2); 

  PVector partialCG = new PVector (joints[jointType1].getX()*2 + 

xPos*2, joints[jointType1].getY()*2 + yPos*2); 

  return partialCG; 

} 

Growing tree 

 
/* 

 Robert Pinedo & Lali Barrière 

 Master thesis: Interaction for creative applications with the Kinect 

v2 device  

 Growing tree 

 */ 

  

import KinectPV2.*; 

KinectPV2 kinect; 

 

int c; 

float angle = PI/4; 

float b_len = 50; 

 

float[] inc = new float[2]; 

 

int nGotes = 20; 

Mover[] gotes = new Mover[nGotes]; 

float n=0.0; 

 

PVector grav = new PVector (0, 0.2); 

 

void setup() { 

  size(1000, 700); 

  frameRate(60); 

  kinect=new KinectPV2(this); 

  kinect.enableBodyTrackImg(true); 

  kinect.enableSkeletonDepthMap(true); 

  kinect.init(); 

 

  smooth(); 

  for (int i = 0; i < gotes.length; i++) { 

    gotes[i] = new Mover(); 

  } 

} 

 

void draw() { 

  background(255); 

  image(kinect.getBodyTrackImage(), 0, height-424); 

 

  float b_wei = b_len/4; 

  pushMatrix(); 

  translate(3*width/4, height-50); 

  branch(b_len, b_wei, angle); 

  popMatrix(); 

 

  ArrayList<KSkeleton> skeletonArray = kinect.getSkeletonDepthMap(); 

  for (int i = 0; i < skeletonArray.size(); i++) { 

    KSkeleton skeleton = (KSkeleton) skeletonArray.get(i); 

    KJoint[] joints = skeleton.getJoints(); 

    color col = skeleton.getIndexColor(); 
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    fill(col); 

    stroke(col); 

 

    drawHandState(joints[KinectPV2.JointType_HandRight]); 

 

    angle=atan2(joints[KinectPV2.JointType_HandLeft].getY(), 

joints[KinectPV2.JointType_HandLeft].getX()); 

    float vVel = joints[KinectPV2.JointType_HandLeft].getY(); 

    inc[1]=inc[0];   

    inc[0]=vVel;   

    if (inc[0]-inc[1]<0 && b_len<240) {  

      b_len = b_len + (inc[0]-inc[1])*(-1)/10; 

    } 

  } 

  strokeWeight(10); 

  line(0, height-45, width, height-45); 

} 

 

void drawHandState(KJoint joint) { 

  noStroke(); 

  handState(joint.getState()); 

} 

 

void handState(int handState) { 

  switch(handState) { 

  case KinectPV2.HandState_Open: 

    break; 

  case KinectPV2.HandState_Closed: 

    break; 

  case KinectPV2.HandState_Lasso: 

    for (int i = 0; i < gotes.length; i++) { 

      gotes[i].update(); 

      gotes[i].applyForce(grav); 

      gotes[i].checkEdges(); 

      gotes[i].display(); 

    } 

    break; 

  case KinectPV2.HandState_NotTracked: 

    break; 

  } 

} 

void branch(float len, float wei, float ang) { 

  stroke(c); 

  strokeWeight(wei); 

  line(0, 0, 0, -len); 

  translate(0, -len); 

 

  if (len>5) { 

 

    len*=0.6; 

    wei*=0.6; 

 

    pushMatrix(); 

    rotate(ang); 

    branch(len, wei, ang); 

    popMatrix(); 

 

    pushMatrix(); 

    rotate(-ang); 

    branch(len, wei, ang); 

    popMatrix(); 
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  } 

} 

class Mover { 

  PVector location; 

  PVector velocity; 

  PVector acceleration; 

  float topspeed; 

 

  Mover() { 

    location = new PVector(random(width), map(random(height), 0, 

height, -height, 0)); 

    velocity = new PVector(0, 0); 

    acceleration = new PVector(0, 0); 

    topspeed = 15; 

  } 

  void update() { 

 

    textSize(15); 

    fill(0); 

 

    PVector wind = new PVector(map(noise(n), 0, 1, 0, 0), 0); 

    n+=0.001; 

 

    for (int i = 0; i < gotes.length; i++) { 

      gotes[i].applyForce(wind); 

    } 

    velocity.add(acceleration); 

    location.add(velocity); 

    acceleration.mult(0); 

    velocity.limit(topspeed); 

  } 

  void applyForce(PVector force) { 

    acceleration.add(force); 

  } 

  void display() { 

    fill(#C4FFFC); 

 

    color col = get(int(location.x), int(location.y)); 

    float r = red(col); 

    float g = green(col); 

    float b = blue(col); 

    if (r<=5 && g<=5 && b<=5 && location.y>0) { 

      velocity.y*=-1; 

      location.y=location.y-5; 

    } 

    stroke(0); 

    ellipse(location.x, location.y, 10, 20); 

  } 

  void checkEdges() { 

    if (location.x > width) { 

      location.x = 0; 

    } else if (location.x < 0) { 

      location.x = width; 

    } 

    if (location.y > height-55) { 

      location.y = 0; 

    } 

  } 

} 
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Simple color face tracking 

 
/* 

 Robert Pinedo & Lali Barrière 

 Master thesis: Interaction for creative applications with the Kinect 

v2 device 

 Based on Thomas Sanchez Lengeling face detection example  

http://codigogenerativo.com/ 

 */ 

 

import KinectPV2.*; 

KinectPV2 kinect; 

FaceData [] faceData; 

 

void setup() { 

  size(960, 540, P2D); 

  kinect = new KinectPV2(this); 

  kinect.enableColorImg(true); //for face detection based on the color 

Img 

  kinect.enableFaceDetection(true);  //enable face detection 

  kinect.init(); 

} 

 

void draw() { 

  background(0); 

  kinect.generateFaceData(); 

 

  pushMatrix();  //draw face information obtained by the color frame 

  scale(0.5f); 

  image(kinect.getColorImage(), 0, 0); 

  getFaceMapColorData(); 

  popMatrix(); 

} 

 

public void getFaceMapColorData() { 

  ArrayList<FaceData> faceData =  kinect.getFaceData();  //get the 

face data 

 

  for (int i = 0; i < faceData.size(); i++) { 

    FaceData faceD = faceData.get(i); 

    if (faceD.isFaceTracked()) { 

 

      PVector [] facePointsColor = faceD.getFacePointsColorMap();      

//obtain the face data from the colo frame 

      KRectangle rectFace = faceD.getBoundingRectColor(); 

      FaceFeatures [] faceFeatures = faceD.getFaceFeatures(); 

      int col = color (255, 0, 0); 

      fill(col); 

      PVector nosePos = new PVector();      //nose position 

      noStroke(); 

 

      for (int j = 0; j < facePointsColor.length; j++) {      //update 

the nose positions 

        if (j == KinectPV2.Face_Nose) 

          nosePos.set(facePointsColor[j].x, facePointsColor[j].y); 

        ellipse(facePointsColor[j].x, facePointsColor[j].y, 15, 15); 
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      } 

 

      //head orientation 

      float pitch = faceD.getPitch(); 

      float yaw   = faceD.getYaw(); 

      float roll  = faceD.getRoll();      // println(pitch+" "+yaw+" 

"+roll); 

 

      if (nosePos.x != 0 && nosePos.y != 0)      //Feature detection 

of the user 

        for (int j = 0; j < 8; j++) { 

          int st   = faceFeatures[j].getState(); 

          int type = faceFeatures[j].getFeatureType(); 

          String str = getStateTypeAsString(st, type); 

          fill(50); 

          textSize(40); 

          text(str, nosePos.x + 270, nosePos.y - 200 + j*40); 

        } 

      stroke(255, 0, 0); 

      strokeWeight(3); 

      noFill(); 

      rect(rectFace.getX(), rectFace.getY(), rectFace.getWidth(), 

rectFace.getHeight()); 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

String getStateTypeAsString(int state, int type) { 

  String  str =""; 

  switch(type) { 

  case KinectPV2.FaceProperty_Happy: 

    str = "Happy"; 

    break; 

  case KinectPV2.FaceProperty_Engaged: 

    str = "Engaged"; 

    break; 

  case KinectPV2.FaceProperty_LeftEyeClosed: 

    str = "LeftEyeClosed"; 

    break; 

  case KinectPV2.FaceProperty_RightEyeClosed: 

    str = "RightEyeClosed"; 

    break; 

  case KinectPV2.FaceProperty_LookingAway: 

    str = "LookingAway"; 

    break; 

  case KinectPV2.FaceProperty_MouthMoved: 

    str = "MouthMoved"; 

    break; 

  case KinectPV2.FaceProperty_MouthOpen: 

    str = "MouthOpen"; 

    break; 

  case KinectPV2.FaceProperty_WearingGlasses: 

    str = "WearingGlasses"; 

    break; 

  } 

 

  switch(state) { 

  case KinectPV2.DetectionResult_Unknown: 

    str += ": Unknown"; 

    break; 

  case KinectPV2.DetectionResult_Yes: 
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    str += ": Yes"; 

    break; 

  case KinectPV2.DetectionResult_No: 

    str += ": No"; 

    break; 

  } 

 

  return str; 

} 

 
 

Blob detection game 

 
/* 

 Robert Pinedo & Lali Barrière 

 Master thesis: Interaction for creative applications with the Kinect 

v2 device  

 Blob detection game 

 Based on Daniel Shiffman The Nature of Code examples 

<http://www.shiffman.net/teaching/nature> 

 */ 

 

import KinectPV2.*; 

KinectPV2 kinect; 

 

import blobscanner.*; 

Detector bd; 

 

import shiffman.box2d.*; 

import org.jbox2d.common.*; 

import org.jbox2d.dynamics.joints.*; 

import org.jbox2d.collision.shapes.*; 

import org.jbox2d.collision.shapes.Shape; 

import org.jbox2d.common.*; 

import org.jbox2d.dynamics.*; 

import org.jbox2d.dynamics.contacts.*; 

 

Box2DProcessing box2d; // A reference to our box2d world 

 

ArrayList<Boundary> boundaries; // A list we'll use to track fixed 

objects 

ArrayList<CustomShape> polygons; // A list for all of our rectangles 

ArrayList<Box> boxes; // game targets 

 

boolean checkGO = false; 

 

import ddf.minim.*; 

Minim minim; 

AudioPlayer boing, crash, tada; 

 

void setup() { 

  size(512, 424);  

  smooth(); 

 

  kinect=new KinectPV2(this); 

  kinect.enableBodyTrackImg(true); 

  kinect.init(); 

 

  bd = new Detector(this, 255);  
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  box2d = new Box2DProcessing(this);  // Initialize box2d physics and 

create the world 

  box2d.createWorld(); 

  box2d.setGravity(0, -20);  // We are setting a custom gravity 

 

  // Turn on collision listening! 

  box2d.listenForCollisions(); 

 

  polygons = new ArrayList<CustomShape>();  // Create ArrayLists   

  boundaries = new ArrayList<Boundary>(); 

  boxes = new ArrayList<Box>(); 

 

  boundaries.add(new Boundary(90, height*0.85, 150, 10, -35)); 

  boundaries.add(new Boundary(420, height*0.85, 150, 10, 35)); 

  boundaries.add(new Boundary(30, height*0.4, 50, 5, 0)); 

  boundaries.add(new Boundary(480, height*0.4, 50, 5, 0)); 

 

  boxes.add(new Box(30, 50)); 

  boxes.add(new Box(480, 50)); 

 

  minim = new Minim(this); 

  boing = minim.loadFile("pop.wav"); 

  crash = minim.loadFile("crash.wav"); 

  tada = minim.loadFile("tada.wav"); 

} 

 

void draw() { 

  background(255); 

 

  PImage img = kinect.getBodyTrackImage(); 

  image(img, 0, 0); 

 

 

  for (Boundary wall : boundaries) { 

    wall.display(); 

  } 

  for (Box b : boxes) { 

    b.display(); 

  } 

  for (CustomShape cs : polygons) { 

    cs.display(); 

  } 

 

  for (int i = polygons.size()-1; i >= 0; i--) {  

    CustomShape cs = polygons.get(i); 

    if (cs.done()) { 

      polygons.remove(i); 

    } 

  } 

 

  for (int i = boxes.size()-1; i >= 0; i--) {   

    Box bx = boxes.get(i); 

    if (bx.done()) { 

      boxes.remove(i); 

      checkGO=true; 

    } 

  } 

 

  if (checkGO==true) {  

    textSize(50); 
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    fill(255, 0, 0); 

    textAlign(CENTER); 

    text("GAME OVER", width/2, height/2); 

    textSize(30); 

    text("(r)estart", width/2, height/2+50); 

  } 

 

  box2d.step(); // We must always step through time! 

 

  rectMode(CORNER); 

  noFill(); 

  rect(3, 4, 247, 100); 

  rect(259, 4, 247, 100); 

 

  if (frameCount%50==0) { 

    if ((frameCount/50)%2==0) { 

      bd.setRoi(3, 4, 247, 100); //set Region Of Interest 

    } else { 

      bd.setRoi(259, 4, 247, 100); //set Region Of Interest 

    } 

 

    bd.imageFindBlobs(img); 

    bd.loadBlobsFeatures();  //To be called before quering the 

library. 

    bd.findCentroids();   

    bd.weightBlobs(true); 

 

    if (bd.getBlobsNumber()>1) { 

      if (bd.getBlobWeight(1)<5000 && bd.getBlobWeight(1)>500) { 

        meloinvento(bd.getCentroidX(1), bd.getCentroidY(1), 1); 

      } 

    } 

  } 

 

  noFill(); 

  stroke(0); 

} 

 

void meloinvento(float x, float y, int n) { 

  CustomShape cs = new CustomShape(x, y, n); 

  polygons.add(cs); 

} 

 

// Collision event functions! 

void beginContact(Contact cp) { 

  // Get both shapes 

  Fixture f1 = cp.getFixtureA(); 

  Fixture f2 = cp.getFixtureB(); 

  // Get both bodies 

  Body b1 = f1.getBody(); 

  Body b2 = f2.getBody(); 

 

  // Get our objects that reference these bodies 

  Object o1 = b1.getUserData(); 

  Object o2 = b2.getUserData(); 

 

  if (o1.getClass() == Boundary.class && o2.getClass() == 

CustomShape.class) { 

    CustomShape p = (CustomShape) o2; 

    p.change(); 
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  } else if (o2.getClass() == Boundary.class && o1.getClass() == 

CustomShape.class) { 

    CustomShape p = (CustomShape) o1; 

    p.change(); 

  } 

} 

 

// Objects stop touching each other 

void endContact(Contact cp) { 

} 

 

void keyPressed() {  

  if (key == 'r') { // repetim partida 

    checkGO=false; 

    setup(); 

    draw(); 

  } 

} 

 

 

// A fixed boundary class (now incorporates angle) 

class Boundary { 

 

  // A boundary is a simple rectangle with x,y,width,and height 

  float x; 

  float y; 

  float w; 

  float h; 

 

  // But we also have to make a body for box2d to know about it 

  Body b; 

 

  Boundary(float x_, float y_, float w_, float h_, float a) { 

    x = x_; 

    y = y_; 

    w = w_; 

    h = h_; 

 

    // Define the polygon 

    PolygonShape sd = new PolygonShape(); 

    // Figure out the box2d coordinates 

    float box2dW = box2d.scalarPixelsToWorld(w/2); 

    float box2dH = box2d.scalarPixelsToWorld(h/2); 

    // We're just a box 

    sd.setAsBox(box2dW, box2dH); 

 

 

    // Create the body 

    BodyDef bd = new BodyDef(); 

    bd.type = BodyType.STATIC; 

    bd.angle = a; 

    bd.position.set(box2d.coordPixelsToWorld(x, y)); 

    b = box2d.createBody(bd); 

 

    FixtureDef fd = new FixtureDef(); 

    fd.shape=sd;  

    fd.friction=0.0;  

    fd.restitution=0;  

    fd.density=4.0;  

    b.createFixture(fd); 
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    b.setUserData(this); 

  } 

 

  // Draw the boundary, it doesn't move so we don't have to ask the 

Body for location 

  void display() { 

    fill(177); 

    stroke(0); 

    strokeWeight(1); 

    rectMode(CENTER); 

    float a = b.getAngle(); 

    pushMatrix(); 

    translate(x, y); 

    rotate(-a); 

    rect(0, 0, w, h); 

    popMatrix(); 

  } 

} 

 

class Box { 

 

  // We need to keep track of a Body and a width and height 

  Body body; 

  float w; 

  float h; 

 

  // Constructor 

  Box(float x, float y) { 

    w = 10; 

    h = 40;  

    // Add the box to the box2d world 

    makeBody(new Vec2(x, y), w, h); 

  } 

 

  // This function removes the particle from the box2d world 

  void killBody() { 

    box2d.destroyBody(body); 

    crash.loop(0); 

    tada.loop(0); 

  } 

 

  // Is the particle ready for deletion? 

  boolean done() { 

    // Let's find the screen position of the particle 

    Vec2 pos = box2d.getBodyPixelCoord(body); 

    if (pos.y > height+w*h || pos.x < 0 || pos.x > width) { 

      killBody(); 

      return true; 

    } 

    return false; 

  } 

 

  // Drawing the box 

  void display() { 

    // We look at each body and get its screen position 

    Vec2 pos = box2d.getBodyPixelCoord(body); 

    // Get its angle of rotation 

    float a = body.getAngle(); 

 

    rectMode(CENTER); 

    pushMatrix(); 
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    translate(pos.x, pos.y); 

    rotate(-a); 

    fill(175); 

    stroke(0); 

    rect(0, 0, w, h); 

    popMatrix(); 

  } 

 

  // This function adds the rectangle to the box2d world 

  void makeBody(Vec2 center, float w_, float h_) { 

 

    // Define a polygon (this is what we use for a rectangle) 

    PolygonShape sd = new PolygonShape(); 

    float box2dW = box2d.scalarPixelsToWorld(w_/2); 

    float box2dH = box2d.scalarPixelsToWorld(h_/2); 

    sd.setAsBox(box2dW, box2dH); 

 

    // Define a fixture 

    FixtureDef fd = new FixtureDef(); 

    fd.shape = sd; 

    // Parameters that affect physics 

    fd.density = 1; 

    fd.friction = 0; 

    fd.restitution = 0; 

 

    // Define the body and make it from the shape 

    BodyDef bd = new BodyDef(); 

    bd.type = BodyType.DYNAMIC; 

    bd.position.set(box2d.coordPixelsToWorld(center)); 

 

    body = box2d.createBody(bd); 

    body.createFixture(fd); 

 

    body.setUserData(this); 

  } 

} 

 

 

class CustomShape { // A custom shape 

 

  Body body; // We need to keep track of a Body and a width and height 

  color col = color (255, 0, 0); 

 

  CustomShape(float x, float y, int n) {  // Constructor 

    makeBody(new PVector(x, y), n); 

    body.setUserData(this);  

  } 

 

  void killBody() { // This function removes the particle from the 

box2d world 

    box2d.destroyBody(body); 

  } 

 

  void change() { 

    boing.loop(0); 

  } 

 

  boolean done() { // Is the particle ready for deletion? 

    Vec2 pos = box2d.getBodyPixelCoord(body); // Let's find the screen 

position of the particle 

    fill(0); 
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    if (pos.y > height) { // Is it off the bottom of the screen? 

      killBody(); 

      return true; 

    } 

    return false; 

  } 

 

  void display() {  // Drawing the box 

    Vec2 pos = box2d.getBodyPixelCoord(body);    // We look at each 

body and get its screen position 

    float a = body.getAngle(); // Get its angle of rotation 

 

    Fixture f = body.getFixtureList(); 

    PolygonShape ps = (PolygonShape) f.getShape(); 

 

    rectMode(CENTER); 

    pushMatrix(); 

    translate(pos.x, pos.y); 

    rotate(-a); 

    stroke(0); 

    beginShape();// For every vertex, convert to pixel vector 

    for (int i = 0; i < ps.getVertexCount(); i++) { 

      Vec2 v = box2d.vectorWorldToPixels(ps.getVertex(i)); 

      vertex(v.x, v.y); 

      fill(col); 

    } 

    endShape(CLOSE); 

    popMatrix(); 

  } 

 

  void makeBody(PVector center, int numBlob) { // This function adds 

the rectangle to the box2d world 

    PVector cen = new PVector(center.x, center.y); 

    PolygonShape sd = new PolygonShape(); // Define a polygon (this is 

what we use for a rectangle) 

 

    PVector[] blobVertices = bd.getEdgePoints(numBlob); 

    Vec2[] vertices = new Vec2[8]; 

 

    int i=0; 

    for (int j = 0; i<8; j=j+int(blobVertices.length/7)-1) { 

      PVector negCen = PVector.mult(cen, -1); 

      vertices[i] = 

box2d.vectorPixelsToWorld(blobVertices[j].add(negCen)); 

      i++; 

    } 

    sd.set(vertices, vertices.length); 

 

    BodyDef bd = new BodyDef(); // Define the body and make it from 

the shape 

    bd.type = BodyType.DYNAMIC; 

    bd.position.set(box2d.coordPixelsToWorld(center));  

    body = box2d.createBody(bd); 

 

    FixtureDef fd = new FixtureDef(); 

    fd.shape=sd;  

    fd.friction=0.3;  

    fd.restitution=1.8;  

    fd.density=4.0;  

    body.createFixture(fd); 
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    body.setUserData(this); 

  } 

} 

 
 

Sound intensity example 

 
/* 

 Robert Pinedo & Lali Barrière 

 Master thesis: Interaction for creative applications with the Kinect 

v2 device  

 Audio input example 

 */ 

 

import processing.sound.*; 

 

AudioIn input; 

Amplitude rms; 

 

int scale=1; 

 

void setup() { 

  size(640, 360); 

 

  input = new AudioIn(this, 0); 

 

  // start the Audio Input 

  input.start(); 

 

  // create a new Amplitude analyzer 

  rms = new Amplitude(this); 

 

  // Patch the input to an volume analyzer 

  rms.input(input); 

}       

 

void draw() { 

  background(0); 

 

  scale=int(map(rms.analyze(), 0, 0.5, 1, 350)); 

  noStroke(); 

 

  textAlign(LEFT); 

  textSize(15); 

  fill(177); 

  text("rms amplitude: " + rms.analyze(), 20, 20); 

 

  translate(0, scale/2); //per centrar el text 

  textSize(1*scale); 

  textAlign(CENTER); 

  text("LOUDER", width/2, height/2); 

} 
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Blob detection with physics 

 
/* 

 Robert Pinedo & Lali Barrière 

 Master thesis: Interaction for creative applications with the Kinect 

v2 device  

 Based on Kinect Physics Example by Amnon Owed (15/09/12) 

*/ 

// import libraries 

import processing.opengl.*; // opengl 

import KinectPV2.*; //import SimpleOpenNI.*; // kinect 

import blobDetection.*; // blobs 

import toxi.geom.*; // toxiclibs shapes and vectors 

import toxi.processing.*; // toxiclibs display 

import shiffman.box2d.*; //import pbox2d.*; // shiffman's jbox2d 

helper library 

import org.jbox2d.collision.shapes.*; // jbox2d 

import org.jbox2d.common.*; // jbox2d 

import org.jbox2d.dynamics.*; // jbox2d 

import java.util.Collections; // 

https://forum.processing.org/two/discussion/626/cannot-find-

anything-named-collections-arraylist 

 

KinectPV2 kinect; //SimpleOpenNI context;// declare SimpleOpenNI 

object 

BlobDetection theBlobDetection; // declare BlobDetection object 

ToxiclibsSupport gfx; // ToxiclibsSupport for displaying polygons 

PolygonBlob poly; // declare custom PolygonBlob object (see class for 

more info) 

 

PImage cam, blobs; // PImage to hold incoming imagery and smaller one 

for blob detection 

int kinectWidth = 640; // the kinect's dimensions to be used later on 

for calculations 

int kinectHeight = 480; 

float reScale;// to center and rescale from 640x480 to higher custom 

resolutions 

 

color bgColor, blobColor;// background and blob color 

String[] palettes = {// three color palettes (artifact from me storing 

many interesting color palettes as strings in an external data file ;-

) 

  "-1117720,-13683658,-8410437,-9998215,-1849945,-5517090,-4250587,-

14178341,-5804972,-3498634",  

  "-67879,-9633503,-8858441,-144382,-4996094,-16604779,-588031",  

  "-1978728,-724510,-15131349,-13932461,-4741770,-9232823,-3195858,-

8989771,-2850983,-10314372" 

}; 

color[] colorPalette; 

 

// the main PBox2D object in which all the physics-based stuff is 

happening 

Box2DProcessing box2d; //"PBox2D box2d; 

// list to hold all the custom shapes (circles, polygons) 

ArrayList<CustomShape> polygons= new ArrayList<CustomShape>(); 

//ArrayList polygons = new ArrayList(); 

(https://github.com/shiffman/Box2D-for-Processing/blob/master/Box2D-

for-Processing/dist/box2d_processing/examples/Polygons/Polygons.pde) 

 

void setup() { 
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  size(640, 480, P3D);//  Abans: size(1280, 720, OPENGL); 

  kinect = new KinectPV2(this);  //context = new SimpleOpenNI(this); 

  kinect.enableBodyTrackImg(true);// initialize SimpleOpenNI object 

  kinect.init(); 

 

  reScale = (float) width / kinectWidth; 

  blobs = createImage(kinectWidth/3, kinectHeight/3, RGB);  // create 

a smaller blob image for speed and efficiency 

  theBlobDetection = new BlobDetection(blobs.width, blobs.height);  // 

initialize blob detection object to the blob image dimensions 

  theBlobDetection.setThreshold(0.2); 

  gfx = new ToxiclibsSupport(this);  // initialize ToxiclibsSupport 

object 

  box2d = new Box2DProcessing(this);  // setup box2d, create world, 

set gravity 

  box2d.createWorld(); 

  box2d.setGravity(0, -20); 

  setRandomColors(1);  // set random colors (background, blob) 

} 

 

void draw() { 

  background(bgColor); 

  cam = kinect.getBodyTrackImage();//  cam = 

context.userImage().get();// abans: cam = context.sceneImage().get();  

// put the image into a PImage 

  blobs.copy(cam, 0, 0, cam.width, cam.height, 0, 0, blobs.width, 

blobs.height);  // copy the image into the smaller blob image 

  blobs.filter(BLUR, 1);  // blur the blob image 

  theBlobDetection.computeBlobs(blobs.pixels);  // detect the blobs 

  poly = new PolygonBlob();  // initialize a new polygon 

  poly.createPolygon();  // create the polygon from the blobs (custom 

functionality, see class) 

  poly.createBody();  // create the box2d body from the polygon 

  updateAndDrawBox2D();  // update and draw everything (see method) 

  poly.destroyBody();  // destroy the person's body (important!) 

  setRandomColors(240);  // set the colors randomly every 240th frame 

} 

 

void updateAndDrawBox2D() {  // if frameRate is sufficient, add a 

polygon and a circle with a random radius 

  if (frameRate > 10) { 

    polygons.add(new CustomShape(kinectWidth/2, -50, -1)); 

    polygons.add(new CustomShape(kinectWidth/2, -50, random(2.5, 

20))); 

  } 

 

  box2d.step();  // take one step in the box2d physics world 

 

  translate(0, (height-kinectHeight*reScale)/2);  // center and 

reScale from Kinect to custom dimensions 

  scale(reScale); 

 

  noStroke();  // display the person's polygon   

  fill(blobColor); 

  gfx.polygon2D(poly); 

 

  for (int i=polygons.size()-1; i>=0; i--) {  // display all the shapes 

(circles, polygons)  // go backwards to allow removal of shapes 

    CustomShape cs = polygons.get(i); //CustomShape cs = 

polygons.get(i); 
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    if (cs.done()) {    // if the shape is off-screen remove it (see 

class for more info) 

      polygons.remove(i); 

    } else {      // otherwise update (keep shape outside person) and 

display (circle or polygon) 

      cs.update(); 

      cs.display(); 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

void setRandomColors(int nthFrame) {  // sets the colors every nth 

frame 

  fill(0); 

  text(frameCount,-20,0); 

  if (frameCount % nthFrame == 0) { 

    String[] paletteStrings = 

split(palettes[int(random(palettes.length))], ",");    // turn a 

palette into a series of strings 

    colorPalette = new color[paletteStrings.length];// turn strings 

into colors 

    for (int i=0; i<paletteStrings.length; i++) { 

      colorPalette[i] = int(paletteStrings[i]); 

    } 

    bgColor = colorPalette[0];    // set background color to first 

color from palette 

    blobColor = colorPalette[1];    // set blob color to second color 

from palette 

    for (CustomShape cs : polygons) {     // set all shape colors 

randomly 

      cs.col = getRandomColor(); 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

color getRandomColor() {  // returns a random color from the palette 

(excluding first aka background color) 

  return colorPalette[int(random(1, colorPalette.length))]; 

} 

 

 

class CustomShape { // to hold the box2d body 

  Body body; // to hold the Toxiclibs polygon shape 

  Polygon2D toxiPoly; // custom color for each shape 

  color col; // radius (also used to distinguish between circles and 

polygons in this combi-class 

  float r; 

 

  CustomShape(float x, float y, float r) { 

    this.r = r; // create a body (polygon or circle based on the r) 

    makeBody(x, y); // get a random color 

    col = getRandomColor(); 

  } 

 

  void makeBody(float x, float y) { 

    // define a dynamic body positioned at xy in box2d world 

coordinates, 

    // create it and set the initial values for this box2d body's speed 

and angle 

    BodyDef bd = new BodyDef(); 

    bd.type = BodyType.DYNAMIC; 
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    bd.position.set(box2d.coordPixelsToWorld(new Vec2(x, y))); 

    body = box2d.createBody(bd); 

    body.setLinearVelocity(new Vec2(random(-8, 8), random(2, 8))); 

    body.setAngularVelocity(random(-5, 5)); 

 

    // depending on the r this combi-code creates either a box2d 

polygon or a circle 

    if (r == -1) { // box2d polygon shape 

      PolygonShape sd = new PolygonShape(); // toxiclibs polygon 

creator (triangle, square, etc) 

      toxiPoly = new Circle(random(5, 20)).toPolygon2D(int(random(3, 

6))); // place the toxiclibs polygon's vertices into a vec2d array 

      Vec2[] vertices = new Vec2[toxiPoly.getNumPoints()]; 

      for (int i=0; i<vertices.length; i++) { 

        Vec2D v = toxiPoly.vertices.get(i); 

        vertices[i] = box2d.vectorPixelsToWorld(new Vec2(v.x, v.y)); 

      } 

      sd.set(vertices, vertices.length); // put the vertices into the 

box2d shape 

      body.createFixture(sd, 1); // create the fixture from the shape 

(deflect things based on the actual polygon shape) 

    } else { 

      CircleShape cs = new CircleShape(); // box2d circle shape of 

radius r 

      cs.m_radius = box2d.scalarPixelsToWorld(r); // tweak the 

circle's fixture def a little bit 

      FixtureDef fd = new FixtureDef(); 

      fd.shape = cs; 

      fd.density = 1; 

      fd.friction = 0.01; 

      fd.restitution = 0.3; 

      body.createFixture(fd); // create the fixture from the shape's 

fixture def (deflect things based on the actual circle shape) 

    } 

  } 

 

  // method to loosely move shapes outside a person's polygon 

  // (alternatively you could allow or remove shapes inside a person's 

polygon) 

  void update() { 

    // get the screen position from this shape (circle of polygon) 

    Vec2 posScreen = box2d.getBodyPixelCoord(body); 

    // turn it into a toxiclibs Vec2D 

    Vec2D toxiScreen = new Vec2D(posScreen.x, posScreen.y); 

    // check if this shape's position is inside the person's polygon 

    boolean inBody = poly.containsPoint(toxiScreen); 

    // if a shape is inside the person 

    if (inBody) { 

      // find the closest point on the polygon to the current position 

      Vec2D closestPoint = toxiScreen; 

      float closestDistance = 9999999; 

      for (Vec2D v : poly.vertices) { 

        float distance = v.distanceTo(toxiScreen); 

        if (distance < closestDistance) {  

          closestDistance = distance;  

          closestPoint = v; 

        } 

      } // create a box2d position from the closest point on the 

polygon  

      Vec2 contourPos = new Vec2(closestPoint.x, closestPoint.y);  

      Vec2 posWorld = box2d.coordPixelsToWorld(contourPos);  
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      float angle = body.getAngle(); // set the box2d body's position 

of this CustomShape to the new position (use the current angle)  

      body.setTransform(posWorld, angle); 

    } 

  } // display the customShape  

  void display() { // get the pixel coordinates of the body  

    Vec2 pos = box2d.getBodyPixelCoord(body);  

    pushMatrix(); // translate to the position  

    translate(pos.x, pos.y);  

    noStroke(); // use the shape's custom color  

    fill(col); // depending on the r this combi-code displays either 

a polygon or a circle  

    if (r == -1) { // rotate by the body's angle  

      float a = body.getAngle();  

      rotate(-a); // minus!  

      gfx.polygon2D(toxiPoly); 

    } else {  

      ellipse(0, 0, r*2, r*2); 

    }  

    popMatrix(); 

  } // if the shape moves off-screen, destroy the box2d body 

(important!) // and return true (which will lead to the removal of 

this CustomShape object)  

  boolean done() {  

    Vec2 posScreen = box2d.getBodyPixelCoord(body);  

    boolean offscreen = posScreen.y > height; 

    if (offscreen) { 

      box2d.destroyBody(body); 

      return true; 

    } 

    return false; 

  } 

} 

 

// an extended polygon class quite similar to the earlier PolygonBlob 

class (but extending Toxiclibs' Polygon2D class instead) 

// The main difference is that this one is able to create (and destroy) 

a box2d body from it's own shape 

class PolygonBlob extends Polygon2D { 

 

  Body body;  // to hold the box2d body 

 

  // the createPolygon() method is nearly identical to the one 

presented earlier 

  // see the Kinect Flow Example for a more detailed description of 

this method (again, feel free to improve it) 

  void createPolygon() { 

    ArrayList<ArrayList> contours = new ArrayList<ArrayList>(); 

    int selectedContour = 0; 

    int selectedPoint = 0; 

 

    for (int n=0; n<theBlobDetection.getBlobNb(); n++) {     // create 

contours from blobs 

      Blob b = theBlobDetection.getBlob(n);  

      if (b != null && b.getEdgeNb() > 100) { 

        ArrayList<PVector> contour = new 

ArrayList<PVector>();//ArrayList contour = new ArrayList(); 

        for (int m=0; m<b.getEdgeNb(); m++) {  

          EdgeVertex eA = b.getEdgeVertexA(m);  

          EdgeVertex eB = b.getEdgeVertexB(m);  

          if (eA != null && eB != null) {  
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            EdgeVertex fn = b.getEdgeVertexA((m+1) % b.getEdgeNb());  

            EdgeVertex fp = b.getEdgeVertexA((max(0, m-1)));  

            float dn = dist(eA.x*kinectWidth, eA.y*kinectHeight, 

fn.x*kinectWidth, fn.y*kinectHeight);  

            float dp = dist(eA.x*kinectWidth, eA.y*kinectHeight, 

fp.x*kinectWidth, fp.y*kinectHeight);  

            if (dn > 15 || dp > 15) { 

              if (contour.size() > 0) { 

                contour.add(new PVector(eB.x*kinectWidth, 

eB.y*kinectHeight)); 

                contours.add(contour); 

                contour = new ArrayList(); 

              } else { 

                contour.add(new PVector(eA.x*kinectWidth, 

eA.y*kinectHeight)); 

              } 

            } else { 

              contour.add(new PVector(eA.x*kinectWidth, 

eA.y*kinectHeight)); 

            } 

          } 

        } 

      } 

    } 

 

    while (contours.size() > 0) { 

 

      float distance = 999999999;      // find next contour 

      if (getNumPoints() > 0) { 

        Vec2D vecLastPoint = vertices.get(getNumPoints()-1); 

        PVector lastPoint = new PVector(vecLastPoint.x, 

vecLastPoint.y); 

        for (int i=0; i<contours.size(); i++) { 

          ArrayList<PVector> c = contours.get(i); //ArrayList c = 

contours.get(i); 

          PVector fp = c.get(0); 

          PVector lp = c.get(c.size()-1); 

          if (fp.dist(lastPoint) < distance) {  

            distance = fp.dist(lastPoint);  

            selectedContour = i;  

            selectedPoint = 0; 

          } 

          if (lp.dist(lastPoint) < distance) {  

            distance = lp.dist(lastPoint);  

            selectedContour = i;  

            selectedPoint = 1; 

          } 

        } 

      } else { 

        PVector closestPoint = new PVector(width, height); 

        for (int i=0; i<contours.size(); i++) { 

          ArrayList<PVector> c = contours.get(i); //ArrayList c = 

contours.get(i); 

          PVector fp = c.get(0); 

          PVector lp = c.get(c.size()-1); 

          if (fp.y > kinectHeight-5 && fp.x < closestPoint.x) {  

            closestPoint = fp;  

            selectedContour = i;  

            selectedPoint = 0; 

          }  

          if (lp.y > kinectHeight-5 && lp.x < closestPoint.y) {  
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            closestPoint = lp;  

            selectedContour = i;  

            selectedPoint = 1; 

          } 

        } 

      } 

 

      ArrayList<PVector> contour = contours.get(selectedContour);      

// add contour to polygon 

      if (selectedPoint > 0) {  

        Collections.reverse(contour); 

      } 

      for (PVector p : contour) { 

        add(new Vec2D(p.x, p.y)); 

      } 

      contours.remove(selectedContour); 

    } 

  } 

 

  void createBody() {  // creates a shape-deflecting physics chain in 

the box2d world from this polygon 

    BodyDef bd = new BodyDef();    // for stability the body is always 

created (and later destroyed) 

    body = box2d.createBody(bd); 

    if (getNumPoints() > 0) {    // if there are more than 0 points 

(aka a person on screen)... 

      Vec2[] verts = new Vec2[getNumPoints()/4];  // create a vec2d 

array of vertices in box2d world coordinates from this polygon 

      for (int i=0; i<getNumPoints()/4; i++) { 

        Vec2D v = vertices.get(i*4);  // multiplico i divideixo per 3 

per evitar l'error "vertices of chain shape are too close together" 

        verts[i] = box2d.coordPixelsToWorld(v.x, v.y); // 

thttps://forum.processing.org/two/discussion/3705/vertices-of-chain-

shape-are-too-close-together-help 

      } 

      ChainShape chain = new ChainShape();      // create a chain from 

the array of vertices 

      chain.createChain(verts, verts.length);      // create fixture 

in body from the chain (this makes it actually deflect other shapes) 

      body.createFixture(chain, 1); 

    } 

  } 

 

  void destroyBody() {  // destroy the box2d body (important!) 

    box2d.destroyBody(body); 

  } 

} 

 
 

Ripple effect 

 
/* 

 Robert Pinedo & Lali Barrière 

 Master thesis: Interaction for creative applications with the Kinect 

v2 device  

 Ripple effect 

 Based on radio79 ripple effect example, 

http://www.neilwallis.com/java/water.html 

 */ 
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import KinectPV2.*; 

KinectPV2 kinect; 

 

import controlP5.*; 

ControlP5 cp5; 

int threshold = 600; 

 

int closestValue; 

int closestX;  

int closestY; 

 

PImage img; 

Ripple ripple; 

 

void setup() { 

  size(512, 424); //size(img.width, img.height); 

  ripple = new Ripple(); 

 

  kinect = new KinectPV2(this); 

  kinect.enableDepthImg(true); 

  //  kinect.activateRawDepth(true); // --> not existing anymore 

  kinect.init(); 

 

  noStroke(); 

  cp5 = new ControlP5(this); 

 

  // add a horizontal sliders, the value of this slider will be linked 

  // to variable 'sliderValue'  

  cp5.addSlider("threshold") 

    .setPosition(20, 60) 

    .setRange(500, 2000) 

    ; 

} 

 

void draw() { 

  closestValue = 2000;  

 

  int [] depthData = kinect.getRawDepthData(); //ara és 

getRawDepthData en comptes de getRawDepth 

 

  for (int y = 25; y < height-25; y++) { 

    for (int x = 25; x < width-25; x++) { 

      int i = x + y * width;   

      int currentDepthValue = depthData[i];   

      if (currentDepthValue > 0 && currentDepthValue < closestValue) 

{  

        closestValue = currentDepthValue;  

        closestX = x;  

        closestY = y; 

      } 

    } 

  } 

 

  img=kinect.getDepthImage(); 

  image(img, 0, 0);  

 

  if (frameCount%20==0 && closestValue<threshold) { 

    for (int j = closestY - ripple.riprad; j < closestY + 

ripple.riprad; j++) { 
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      for (int k = closestX - ripple.riprad; k < closestX + 

ripple.riprad; k++) { 

        if (j >= 0 && j < height && k>= 0 && k < width) { 

          ripple.ripplemap[ripple.oldind + (j * width) + k] += 512; 

        } 

      } 

    } 

  } 

 

  loadPixels(); 

  img.loadPixels(); 

  for (int loc = 0; loc < width * height; loc++) { 

    pixels[loc] = ripple.col[loc]; 

  } 

  updatePixels(); 

  ripple.newframe(); 

 

  fill(0, 0, 0); 

  text(closestValue, 20, 20); 

  text(frameCount, 20, 40); 

} 

 

class Ripple { 

  int i, a, b; 

  int oldind, newind, mapind;  

  int ripplemap[]; // the height map 

  int col[]; // the actual pixels 

  int riprad;  

  int rwidth, rheight; 

  int ttexture[]; 

  int ssize;  

 

  Ripple() { 

    // constructor 

    riprad = 3; 

    rwidth = width >> 1;  

    rheight = height >> 1;  

    ssize = width * (height + 2) * 2;  

    ripplemap = new int[ssize];  

    col = new int[width * height]; 

    ttexture = new int[width * height]; 

    oldind = width; 

    newind = width * (height + 3); 

  } 

 

  void newframe() { 

    // update the height map and the image 

    i = oldind; 

    oldind = newind;  

    newind = i;  

  

    i = 0; 

    mapind = oldind; 

    for (int y = 0; y < height; y++) { 

      for (int x = 0; x < width; x++) { 

        int data = (int)((ripplemap[mapind - width] + ripplemap[mapind 

+ width] + 

          ripplemap[mapind - 1] + ripplemap[mapind + 1]) >> 1); 

        data -= ripplemap[newind + i];  

        data -= data >> 7;  

        if (x == 0 || y == 0) // avoid the wraparound effect 
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          ripplemap[newind + i] = 0; 

        else 

          ripplemap[newind + i] = data;  

 

        data = (short)(1024 - data);  

 

        // offsets // (a,b) = coordenada 

        a = ((x - rwidth) * data / 1024) + rwidth; 

        b = ((y - rheight) * data / 1024) + rheight; 

 

        //bounds check 

        if (a >= width) 

          a = width - 1; 

        if (a < 0) 

          a = 0; 

        if (b >= height) 

          b = height-1; 

        if (b < 0) 

          b=0; 

 

        col[i] = img.pixels[a + (b * width)]; 

        mapind++; 

        i++; 

      } 

    } 

  } 

} 

 
 

Chapter 4 codes 

 

Colored contour 

 
/* 

  

 Robert Pinedo & Lali Barrière 

 Master thesis: Interaction for creative applications with the Kinect 

v2 device  

 This sketch draws the contour of any object within a depth range. 

 The color of the contour gradually changes from one color to another. 

 Colors are stored in arrays. 

 Thresholds are editable with keys "A", "Z", "S" and "X". 

 Key "R" resets the sketch. 

 Key "P" saves a frame as a JPG image in the sketch folder. 

 Key "T" shows and hides a control panel 

  

 */ 

 

import KinectPV2.*; 

KinectPV2 kinect; 

 

import blobscanner.*; 

Detector bs; 

 

import controlP5.*; 

ControlP5 cp5; 

int minDepth, maxDepth; // Depth range under measure 
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PImage img; 

int thickness = 2; 

color col; 

 

Palette[] p; 

int numPalettes = 8; 

int transparency = 5, paletteNum, colorNum, n = 0; 

boolean controlPanel; 

 

void setup() { 

  size(512, 424, P2D);  //fullScreen(P2D, 2); 

  kinect = new KinectPV2(this);   //kinect.enableBodyTrackImg(true); 

  kinect.enableDepthImg(true); 

  kinect.init(); 

 

  paletteNum = 0; 

  colorNum = 0; 

  //  minDepth = 600; //in milimeters 

  //  maxDepth = 800; 

  controlPanel = false; 

 

  cp5 = new ControlP5(this); 

 

  cp5.addSlider("minDepth") 

    .setPosition(20, 10) 

    .setSize(400, 20) 

    .setRange(500, 2500) 

    .setNumberOfTickMarks(21) 

    .setValue(1500) 

    .hide() 

    ; 

 

  cp5.addSlider("maxDepth") 

    .setPosition(20, 50) 

    .setSize(400, 20) 

    .setRange(500, 2500) 

    .setNumberOfTickMarks(21) 

    .setValue(1700) 

    .hide() 

    ; 

 

  img = new PImage(512, 424); 

  bs = new Detector(this, 0); // will detect black colored blobs 

(color(0) = black) all over the frames (no size specified). 

} 

 

void draw() { 

  initPalette(); 

  n++; 

 

  if (frameCount%100==0) { // draw() traverses all colors of all 

palettes 

    n = 1; 

    colorNum++; 

    if (colorNum == 4) { 

      colorNum = 0; 

      paletteNum++; 

      if (paletteNum == 8) { 

        paletteNum = 0; 

      } 
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    } 

  }  

 

  color bg = p[paletteNum].bg; 

  color from = p[paletteNum].c[colorNum]; 

  color to = color (0); 

  if (colorNum < 3) 

  { 

    to = p[paletteNum].c[colorNum + 1]; 

  } else { 

    if (paletteNum == numPalettes - 1) { 

      to = p[0].c[0]; 

    } else { 

      to = p[paletteNum + 1].c[0]; 

    } 

  } 

 

  fill(bg, transparency); 

  rect(0, 0, width, height); //background  

 

  int[] rawDepth = kinect.getRawDepthData(); 

  for (int i=0; i < rawDepth.length; i++) { //region of interest has 

to be black 

    if (rawDepth[i] >= minDepth && rawDepth[i] <= maxDepth) { 

      img.pixels[i] = color(0); 

    } else { 

      img.pixels[i] = color(255); 

    } 

  } 

  img.updatePixels(); 

 

  bs.imageFindBlobs(img); 

  //scale(1.8); 

  color col = lerpColor (from, to, n/100.0); 

  bs.drawContours(col, thickness); 

 

  // Control panel 

  if (controlPanel) { 

    fill(255); 

    rect(5, 424-45, 270, 40); 

    fill(0); 

    //text("THRESHOLD: [" + minDepth + " (A & Z), " + maxDepth + " (S 

& X)]", 10, 15); 

    text("FRAMERATE: " + int(frameRate), 10, 424-35); 

    text("FROM: (" + int(red(from)) + "," + int(green(from)) + "," + 

int(blue(from)) + ")" + " TO: (" + int(red(to)) + "," + int(green(to)) 

+ "," + int(blue(to)) + ")", 10, 424-15); 

  } 

} 

 

void keyPressed () 

{ 

  if (key == 'p') {                   //captures a frame as a JPG image 

    saveFrame("picture-#####.jpg"); 

  } else if (key == 't') {            //shows/hides control panel 

    if (controlPanel) { 

      cp5.getController("minDepth").hide(); 

      cp5.getController("maxDepth").hide(); 

      controlPanel = false; 

    } else { 

      cp5.getController("minDepth").show(); 
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      cp5.getController("maxDepth").show(); 

      controlPanel = true; 

    } 

  } else if (key == 'r') {            //resets the sketch 

    setup(); 

  } else if (key == 'a') { 

    minDepth = constrain(minDepth+100, 0, maxDepth); 

  } else if (key == 'z') { 

    minDepth = constrain(minDepth-100, 0, maxDepth); 

  } else if (key == 's') { 

    maxDepth = constrain(maxDepth+100, minDepth, 6000); 

  } else if (key == 'x') { 

    maxDepth = constrain(maxDepth-100, minDepth, 6000); 

  } 

} 

 

void initPalette() { 

  p = new Palette[numPalettes]; // numPalettes = 5 

  for (int i=0; i<numPalettes; i++) { 

    p[i] = new Palette(color (255), new color[]{color(0), color(0), 

color(0), color (0)}); 

  } 

 

  p[0] = new Palette(color(60, 0, 0), new color[]{ //very dark red or 

brown 

    color(255), //white 

    color(255, 255, 127), //light yellow 

    color(255, 127, 0), //orange 

    color(255, 70, 70)});   //chocolate 

  p[1] = new Palette(color(40), new color[]{ //almost black 

    color(255), //white 

    color(180, 180, 255), //light blue 

    color(180, 255, 180), //light green 

    color(255, 180, 180)}); //light pink 

  p[2] = new Palette(color(160, 200, 235), new color[]{ //light blue 

    color(255), //white 

    color(165, 185, 210), //grey blue 

    color(136, 150, 170), //middle grey blue 

    color(108, 120, 135)}); //dark grey blue 

  p[3] = new Palette(color(60, 160, 150), new color[]{ 

    color(64, 76, 77),  

    color(131, 0, 0),  

    color(125, 240, 228),  

    color(255, 146, 143)}); // 

  p[4] = new Palette(color(245, 233, 188), new color[]{ 

    color(255, 141, 0),  

    color(255, 255, 0),  

    color(255, 0, 136),  

    color(255, 56, 0)}); // 

  p[5] = new Palette(color(202, 232, 198), new color[]{ 

    color(0, 156, 128),  

    color(0, 184, 127),  

    color(0, 145, 0),  

    color(0, 74, 11)}); //  

  p[6] = new Palette(color(176, 130, 90), new color[]{ 

    color(255, 255, 110),  

    color(255, 197, 255),  

    color(70, 255, 160),  

    color(110, 255, 255)}); //  

  p[7] = new Palette(color(0), new color[]{ //black 

    color(235, 255, 0), //yellow 
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    color(255, 0, 127), //pink 

    color(0, 255, 255), //cian 

    color(200)});         //light gray 

} 

 

//------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

//---  COLORS 

//------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

class Palette { 

  color bg; 

  color[] c; 

 

  Palette(color _bg, color[] _c) { 

    bg = _bg; 

    c = new color[4]; 

    for (int i=0; i<4; i++) { 

      c[i]=_c[i]; 

    } 

  } 

} 

 
 
 

Lissajous curves 

 
/* 

  

 Robert Pinedo & Lali Barrière 

 Master thesis: Interaction for creative applications with the Kinect 

v2 device  

 In this skecth the first of N chained particles follows a lissajous 

curve. 

 Colors are obtained from the user's body. 

 The last particle can be controlled by the user within a depth range 

with the nearest part of his or her body 

  

 */ 

 

import KinectPV2.*; 

KinectPV2 kinect; 

 

float angle=0, sx, sy, radi = 120, len = 1, k = 0.01; //len=2, k=0.01 

int numParticles = 10; 

Particle particules[]; 

Spring molles[]; 

 

color bg, c1, c2, c3; 

int numPaletes = 5; 

Paleta p[]; 

 

int closestValue, closestX, closestY; 

int aux = 0; 

 

boolean toggle = false; 

 

//------------------------------------------------------------------

- 
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void setup() { 

 

  kinect = new KinectPV2(this); 

  kinect.enableDepthImg(true); 

  kinect.enableColorImg(true);  

  kinect.init(); 

 

  initPaleta(); 

  setColors(0); 

  size(512, 424); 

  background(bg); 

 

  particules = new Particle[numParticles]; 

  molles = new Spring[numParticles-1]; 

 

  for (int i = 0; i < numParticles; i++) { 

    particules[i] = new Particle(); 

    particules[i].pos.set(width/2, height/2); //in PVectors, set() --

> Set the components of the vector. All began in the middle of the 

screen. 

    particules[i].vel.set(0, 0); //no initial speed. 

  } 

 

  for (int i = 0; i < numParticles-1; i++) { 

    molles[i] = new Spring(particules[i], particules[i+1], len, k); 

  } 

 

  sx = random(1.0, 5.0); 

  sy=random(1.0, 2.0);   

  stroke(c1, 10); 

  angle = random(TWO_PI); 

} 

 

void draw() { 

  closestValue = 2000; 

 

  int [] depthData = kinect.getRawDepthData();  

 

  for (int y = 10; y < height-10; y++) { //avoid margins against 

interferences 

    for (int x = 10; x < width-10; x++) { 

      int i = x + y * width;       

      int currentDepthValue = depthData[i];   

      if (currentDepthValue > 0 && currentDepthValue < closestValue) 

{  

        closestValue = currentDepthValue;  // save its value      

        closestX = x;  // and save its position (both X and Y 

coordinates)     

        closestY = y; 

      } 

    } 

  } 

 

  if (closestValue < 600) { 

    aux++; 

    if (aux>10 && frameCount > 120) // avoids the flying pixel effect 

in the borders 

    { 

      fill(0); 

      closeEnough(); 

      aux=0; 
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      fill(255, 0, 0, 100); 

      if (toggle==true) ellipse(closestX, closestY, 5, 5); 

    } 

  } else { 

    aux = 0; 

    fill(0); 

  } 

 

  if (toggle == true) { 

    fill(bg); 

    rect(width/2, 0, width, 30); 

    fill(255, 0, 0); 

    text("Distance(mm) = " + closestValue + " - " + aux, 300, 20); 

  } 

 

  for (int i = 0; i < numParticles; i++) { 

    particules[i].resetForce(); 

  } 

  for (int i = 0; i < numParticles-1; i++) { 

    molles[i].calculateForcesOnParticles(); 

  } 

  for (int i = 0; i < numParticles; i++) { 

    particules[i].addDampingForce(); 

    particules[i].update(); 

    //particules[i].draw(); //reality 

  } 

  for (int i = 0; i < numParticles-1; i++) { 

    molles[i].draw(); 

  } 

 

  float c = sin(angle); 

  float s = sin(angle/sy); 

  float x1 = width/2+c*radi; 

  float y1 = height/2+s*radi; 

  particules[0].pos.set(x1 + sin(angle*sx)*radi, y1 + 

sin(angle*sy)*radi); 

  angle += 0.005; 

} 

 

void closeEnough() { 

  float x, y; 

  x = particules[numParticles-1].pos.x; 

  y = particules[numParticles-1].pos.y; 

  //particules[numParticles-1].pos.set(closestX, closestY); 

  particules[numParticles-1].pos.set(lerp(x, closestX, 0.5), lerp(y, 

closestY, 0.5)); 

} 

 

void keyPressed() { 

  if (key == '1') { 

    setColors(0); 

    background(bg); 

    stroke(c1, 10); 

  } 

  if (key == '2') { 

    setColors(1); 

    background(bg); 

    stroke(c1, 10); 

  } 

  if (key == '3') { 

    setColors(2); 
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    background(bg); 

    stroke(c1, 10); 

  } 

  if (key == '4') { 

    setColors(3); 

    background(bg); 

    stroke(c1, 10); 

  } 

  if (key == '5') { 

    setColors(4); 

    background(bg); 

    stroke(c1, 10); 

  } 

  if (key == '0') stroke(c1, 10); 

  if (key == '9') stroke(c2, 10); 

  if (key == '8') stroke(c3, 10); 

 

  if (key == 'r') {     

    background(bg); 

  } 

  if (key == 'i') { 

    for (int i = 0; i < numParticles; i++) { 

      particules[i].pos.set(width/2, height/2); 

      particules[i].vel.set(0, 0); 

    } 

    sx = random(1.0, 5.0); 

    sy=random(1.0, 2.0);   

    stroke(c1, 10); 

    angle = 0; //angle = random(TWO_PI); 

    background(bg); 

  } 

  if (key == 's') {  

    saveFrame("picture-#####.jpg"); 

  } 

  if (key == 'k') { 

    k+=0.01; 

  } 

  if (key == 'l') { 

    len+=0.1; 

  } 

  if (key == 't') { 

    if (toggle==false) { 

      toggle = true; 

    } else { 

      toggle = false; 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

void initPaleta() { 

  p = new Paleta[numPaletes]; // numPaletes = 5 

  for (int i=0; i<numPaletes; i++) { 

    p[i] = new Paleta( color (255), color(0), color(0), color(0)); 

  } 

 

  p[0] = new Paleta(color(255), color(0), color(150, 200, 255), 

color(255, 90, 0)); 

  p[1] = new Paleta(color(186, 218, 255), color(255), color(210, 0, 

66), color(255, 100, 0)); 

  p[2] = new Paleta(color(245, 34, 177), color(127, 19, 100), 

color(255), color(198, 246, 55)); 
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  p[3] = new Paleta(color(255, 250, 236), color(64, 48, 33), color(255, 

231, 207), color(127, 116, 104)); 

  p[4] = new Paleta(color(255, 210, 47), color(0, 15, 178), color(255, 

255, 0), color(64, 83, 255)); 

} 

 

void setColors(int k) { 

  bg = p[k].bg; 

  c1 = p[k].c1; 

  c2 = p[k].c2; 

  c3 = p[k].c3; 

} 

 

//------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

//---  COLORS 

//------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

class Paleta { 

  color bg; 

  color c1; 

  color c2; 

  color c3; 

 

  Paleta(color _bg, color _c1, color _c2, color _c3) { 

    bg = _bg; 

    c1 = _c1; 

    c2 = _c2; 

    c3 = _c3; 

  } 

} 

 

//------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

//---  FISICA 

//------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

class Particle { 

 

  PVector pos; 

  PVector vel; 

  PVector frc;   // frc is also know as acceleration (newton says 

"f=ma") 

 

  boolean bFixed; 

  //-------------------------- 

  // contructor: 

  Particle() { 

    pos = new PVector(0, 0); 

    vel = new PVector(0, 0); 

    frc = new PVector(0, 0); 

    bFixed = false; 

  } 

 

  //-------------------------- 

  void resetForce() { 

    // we reset the forces every frame 

    frc.set(0, 0); 

  } 

 

  //-------------------------- 
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  void setInitialCondition(float px, float py, float vx, float vy) { 

    pos.x = px; 

    pos.y = py; 

    vel.x = vx; 

    vel.y = vy; 

  } 

 

  //-------------------------- 

  void addDampingForce() { 

    float damping = 0.07; 

    frc.x = frc.x - vel.x * damping; 

    frc.y = frc.y - vel.y * damping; 

  } 

 

  //-------------------------- 

  void update() { 

    vel.x = vel.x + frc.x; 

    vel.y = vel.y + frc.y; 

    pos.x = pos.x + vel.x; 

    pos.y = pos.y + vel.y; 

  } 

  //-------------------------- 

  void draw() { //commented 

    noStroke(); 

    fill(198, 246, 55);  

    ellipse(pos.x, pos.y, 8, 8); 

  } 

} 

 

//------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

class Spring { 

 

  Particle pta; 

  Particle ptb;  // who do I connect? 

  float k;    // k spring constant 

  float dist;    // rest length 

 

  Spring(Particle _pta, Particle _ptb, float _dist, float _k) { 

    pta=_pta; 

    ptb=_ptb; 

    k = _k; 

    dist = _dist; 

  } 

 

  void calculateForcesOnParticles() { 

    PVector diff = new PVector(0, 0); 

    diff.x = ptb.pos.x - pta.pos.x; 

    diff.y = ptb.pos.y - pta.pos.y; 

    float m = diff.mag(); //Calculates the magnitude (or length) of a 

vector. Float. 

    diff.normalize(); //Normalize the vector to length 1 (make it a 

unit vector). 

    float force = (k * (dist - m)); // f = -k(d-dist)  hooke's law 

 

    if (pta.bFixed == false) { 

      pta.frc.x -= diff.x * force; 

      pta.frc.y -= diff.y * force; 

    } 

 

    if (ptb.bFixed == false) { 
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      ptb.frc.x += diff.x * force; 

      ptb.frc.y += diff.y * force; 

    } 

  } 

 

  void draw() { 

    line(pta.pos.x, pta.pos.y, ptb.pos.x, ptb.pos.y); 

  } 

} 

 
 
 

Point cloud 

 
/* 

 Robert Pinedo & Lali Barrière 

 Master thesis: Interaction for creative applications with the Kinect 

v2 device  

 Particle Cloud 

 Based on Diana Lange's strategy in her sketch "imageTargets" 

 */ 

 

import KinectPV2.*; 

KinectPV2 kinect; 

 

import processing.sound.*; 

 

PImage img;          //starting image 

PVector[] start;     //initial array of positions 

PVector[] end;       //final array of positions 

float m = 0;         //used later for a sin function (with lerp, for 

the motion of the particles) 

 

int row = 0;             //let's try change particles size by rows 

boolean check = false;//given a trigger 

color col = color (255); 

 

boolean toggle = false; 

 

AudioIn input; 

Amplitude rms; 

 

int scale=1; 

 

void setup() { 

  size(512, 424, P3D); 

  kinect = new KinectPV2(this); 

  kinect.enableBodyTrackImg(true); 

  kinect.init(); 

 

  img = loadImage("title.jpg"); 

 

  int nDots = 1400; 

  start = new PVector [nDots];  //2000 positions, 2000 particles 

  end = new PVector [nDots]; 

 

  setRandomPositions (start);                     //it begins random 

  arrayCopy (start, end);                         //creates "end" as 

a copy of "start" 
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  setNearestRandomPositions (end, end.length);    //end = array, 

end.lenght = array length = 2000. Finds the nearest point in black 

color for each particle. 

 

  input = new AudioIn(this, 0); // Creates an Audio input and grabs 

the 1st channel 

  input.start();                // starts the Audio Input 

  rms = new Amplitude(this);    // creates a new Amplitude analyzer 

  rms.input(input);             // Patches the input to an volume 

analyzer 

 

  frameRate(30); 

} 

 

void draw() 

{ 

  fill (#57385c, 80); 

  noStroke(); 

  rect (0, 0, width, height); //paints the background 

 

  scale=int(map(rms.analyze(), 0, 0.5, 1, 424)); // rms.analyze() 

return a value between 0 and 1. 

  if (scale > 53) { 

    check = true; 

  } 

 

  //draw ellipses 

  fill (random(180, 255), random(180, 255), random(180, 255)); 

//random colors? 

  noStroke(); 

  for (int i = 0; i < start.length; i++) 

  { 

    PVector current = new PVector (lerp (start[i].x, end[i].x, m), 

lerp (start[i].y, end[i].y, m)); //m=0, lerp = point over the straight 

line given by 2 other points. 

    noStroke(); 

    fill (random(80, 255), random(80, 255), random(80, 255)); 

    ellipse (current.x, current.y, 4, 4); 

  } 

 

  // move 

  m+= 0.1; //m+=0.02; // begins at 0, as it increases, the lerp makes 

the ellipse move between the start position and the end position 

 

  // check if target reached and set new target 

  if (m>=1) 

  { 

    if (kinect.getNumOfUsers()>0) { 

      if (check == false) { 

        img = kinect.getBodyTrackImage(); 

      } else if (check == true) { 

        img = loadImage("black.jpg"); 

      } 

    } else { 

      img = loadImage("title.jpg"); 

      check=false; 

    } 

    m = 0; 

    arrayCopy (end, start); 

    setNearestRandomPositions (end, end.length); 

  } 
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  if (toggle==true) { 

    fill(0, 255, 0); 

    rect(482, 10, 20, scale); 

    fill(255); 

    text("check =" + check, 20, 20); 

    text("frame rate =" + int(frameRate), 20, 40); 

    text("sound bar size = " + 1*scale, 20, 60); 

  } 

} 

 

void setNearestRandomPositions (PVector [] p, int num) //end & 

end.length (2000) 

{ 

  PVector [] randomPos = new PVector [num]; //num = 2000, creates an 

array of 2000 random positions 

 

  int k = 0; 

  while (k < num) //0 to 1999 

  { 

    PVector pos = new PVector (random (width), random (height)); 

    if (isTarget(pos))  //isTarget? Line 76. Searches randomly a dark 

pixel. 

    { 

      randomPos [k] = pos;  //if true (if dark), gives it the value of 

that position. 

      k = k +1; 

    } 

  } 

 

  int nearestIndex = 0;                    //initially 0 

  float nearestDistance = width*height;    //initially is the maximum 

 

  for (int i = 0; i < p.length; i++)       //p = end (array), p.length 

= 2000 

  { 

    nearestIndex = 0;                      //again 

    nearestDistance = width*height;        //again 

 

    for (int j = 0; j < randomPos.length; j++)  //from 0 to  --> 

compares the random array with each point of the end array. 

    { 

      if (randomPos[j].z == -1) continue;       // skips the next 

iteration. The first time any Z pos is -1. 

 

      float distance = dist (randomPos[j].x, randomPos[j].y, p[i].x, 

p[i].y); //distance between the random position and the end position. 

      if (distance < nearestDistance)                                         

//the first time, if that distance is < W*H 

      { 

        nearestDistance = distance;                                           

//if true, this is the new nearest distance 

        nearestIndex = j;                                                     

//the position in the randomPos array nearest to the end array 

      } 

    } 

 

    p [i] = randomPos[nearestIndex].copy(); //"get()" is deprecated, 

use "copy()". 
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    randomPos[nearestIndex].z = -1;         //sets the Z component of 

the  to "-1", used for not repeating pixels. Play commenting it. That's 

why some ellipses move a lot, 

    //they jump to another line of the image, at the other side 

  } 

} 

 

void setRandomPositions (PVector [] p)  //p = "start" array 

{ 

  int i = 0; 

  while (i < p.length) 

  { 

    PVector pos = new PVector (random (width), random (height)); 

//gives random values in the lowest part of the screen 

    p [i] = pos; 

    i = i +1; 

  } 

} 

 

boolean isTarget (PVector p) //if true, it will be part of "randomPos" 

array. Darker pixels will be the target (darkness < 10) 

{ 

  int index = (int) p.y * img.width + (int) p.x;     //Y component 

times the image width + X component (index of the image pixel, because 

size of the sketch = size of the image). 

  index = constrain (index, 0, img.pixels.length-1); //constrain? 

restringeix un valor entre un minim (0) i un maxim (pixels totals de 

la imatge, 512x424) 

 

  float bright = brightness (img.pixels[index]); 

  if (bright > 240) return false;                  //241 to 255, if 

white, FALSE 

  else if (bright < 10) return true;               //0 to 9, if dark, 

TRUE 

  else 

  { 

    float rVal = random (0, bright);               //10 to 240, rVal 

= random between 0 and (10 to 240) 

    if (rVal < 1) return true;                         // if no white 

and no dark, random (0,10) .. random (0,240) --> if < 1 then it will 

be target too 

    else return false;                                 //10% prob 

(1/10) if its close to dark, 0.42% prob (1/240) if its close to white, 

so it goes close to dark 

  } 

} 

 

void keyPressed () //go to the initial state. 

{ 

  if (key == 's') { 

    saveFrame("picture-#####.jpg"); 

  } else if (key == 'n') { 

    check = true; 

  } else if (key == 'p') { 

    if (toggle == true) { 

      toggle=false; 

    } else 

      toggle=true; 

  } 

} 

 


